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Addressability

With the Oak addressable converter/decoder
system, you get TotalControl.
Addressability is the central ingredient of this computer-based system from Oak.
It gives you a new degree of control, not possible with ordinary decoders
or simple on/off remote taps. The sophisticated TotalControl converter/decoder
terminals are addressable to eight secure levels. This Oak system of tiering
is so flexible, you can even offer "specials" on a pay-per-program marketing.
TotalControl also protects your investment. Send a "disconnect" address and your
late-paying subscribers will be watching snow until you authorize service restoration.
For a free booklet on Addressability, call our Locator Operator toll-free at
800-323-6556 (in Illinois, 800-942-6345) and ask for the CATV information desk.

IMI
Communications
Inc.
Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014

Telephone 815/459-5000

CATV
Division
TVVX

910.634-3353
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Richard M. White, Vice President, Engineering
for Vision Cable Communications, Inc. of New
York, N.Y. had this to say in arecent letter to us:
"...Thank you and your associates for the
excellent technical support supplied by General
Cable through all phases of design and construction of our recent submarine cable crossing
in our Bergen County, New Jersey system.
"Our primary concern was to install acable
with superior mechanical strength and high
specc gravity while still retaining the same
electrical characteristics as your standard Fused
Disc Cable.
"Your cable design incorporating helically
applied round copper wires under the jacket
provides an excellent optimization of these
criteria and results so far have been highly
satisfactory.

"Further, 1was delighted at your ability to
provide Fused Disc III cable for application at
400 MHz and beyond. VCC has been aleader in
the development of 400 MHz systems and twoway services with one 400 MHz system in the
pre-construction stage already and with several
franchises pending where we have speclfied 400
MHz operation:'
Whether you're going in the ground, up in the
air or under water, General Cable can provide a
Fused Disc HI cable construction ideally suited
to your installation. Write or phone us for an
information package.

General
Neable
aGK Technologies company

cATv
DIVISION

Customer Service Center, 800-526-4241, 201-636-5500 (From NJ)
General Cable Company, CATV Division, 1Woodbridge Center, PO Box 700, Woodbridge, NJ 07095
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Tyrn.:ilare Announces
Shared Scrvice System
Tymshare has announced a shared service for office
automation based on an enhanced, easy-to-operate
version of its AUGMENT integrated office automation
system.
AUGMENT, which in its portable form Tymshare calls
the "electronic briefcase," enables the manager and
professional to work in an online mode using the system
as atotal, multi-functional work station. These capabilities
include work, text, and file processing, document
preparation, and storage and retneval of this information.
Users are able to access the AUGMENT service from
most asynchronous ASCII terminals already on the
market. Tymshare also can provide the customer with
terminals, printers, modems, and couplers, as needed.

(ED

News
at a
Glance

The company said that AUGMENT handles all the
writing functions of a manager or editor, from initial
memo or conception, through multi-input collaboration
in drafts and review, to the final typeset text. The system
can function as a programming or research tool, personal
appointment calendar, and calculator. AUGMENT can
also support graphic terminals for computer aided design
functions and for producing line art for inclusion in a
document.
Unlimited storage of text is available available through
timeshared access to powerful computer mainframes for
printer output. Magnetic tape output allows production of
documents on photo composition devices and computer
output microfilm (COM). Tymshare can also install and
maintain a dedicated minicomputer system at the
customer's site, if he so chooses.
Known previously as NLS (No-Line System), AUGMENT was conceived in the early 60s by Dr. Douglas
Engelbart at Stanford Research Institute's (SRI) Augmentation Research Center in Menlo Park, California.
Engelbart felt that each terminal should function as atotal
work station and be used to expand aperson's mind or, as
he puts it, "the augmentation of the human intellect."
Tymshare acquired the rights to the system in early 1978;
moved the software, Dr. Engelbart and his staff from SRI
to Tymshare's own facilities in Cupertino, California;
further developed and refined the system; and renamed it
AUGMENT.
AUGMENT has already proven its effectiveness in the
marketplace through exposure to commercial and
government users. At SRI, the system operated over the
communications facilities of ARPANET, a data network of
the Department of Defense's Advanced Research Projects
Agency. Now, both ARPANET and TYMNNET, the public
packet data network operated by Tymshare's subsidiary,
Tymnet, Inc., provide AUGMENT's communications links
between points in the U.S.
"AUGMENT belongs in the hands of the professional,
the business executive, decision maker, writer, engineer,
or scientists, and not just their secretaries," said Walter
Eissmann, vice president and general manager of
Tymshare's office automation division. "AUGMENT is an
all-purpose tool for use by the professional to explore the
unlimited possibilities the system presents to increase
effectiveness and productivity, while reducing the paper
burden and office costs."
C-ED (USPS 300-510) is published monthly on behalf of all parties. including the Society of Cable
Television Engineers (SCTE). interested in the advances of broadband technologies, by Titsch
Publishing, Inc., 2500 Curtis Street (P.O. Box 5400 TA) Denver. Colorado 80217. Copyright. TItsch
Publishing, Inc., 1980. All rights reserved. Subscription Price: 1year, $20. Canada and Mexico add
$6.00, and other foreign subscribers add $12.00 per year Controlled circulation paid at Denver.
Colorado. POSTMASTER Please send form 3579 to P.O. Box 5400 TA. Denver, CO 80217.
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Editor's Letter
This issue of C-ED is devoted to the computer side of the communications
industry. Although too broad asubject to cover in one issue, we begin here
by looking at the present state-of-the-art cable/computer systems. In "The
Brave New World of Two-Way Interactive Systems" C-ED's roving writer
Jim Elmore looks at the systems that were on display at the recent NCTA
show, and examines the features of each.
We then take a look at the latest developments in computers "R & D
Bringing New Computer Power" and we get a glimpse at the changing
market for communications services in "Fast Growth predicted for
Telecom Market," compiled from dispatches from our bureaus and
elsewhere.
This is the introductory issue for C-ED's new managing editor, Dennis
DuBe'. A native of Colorado's high country, he brings to C-ED over 15
years experience in printing and publishing. He is a graduate of the
University of Colorado School of Journalism, and has edited or managed
nearly adozen publications since being "bitten" by the journalism bug at
an early age.
In the September issue of C-ED, we will take a look at satellite
communications: the current technology, the future, and the potential
economic and engineering impacts on CATV systems.
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Protect your picture with our new expandable antenna.
The new Hughes earth station antenna will keep
the "sparklies" from interfering with your game plan.
Whenever you need extra gain, for any reason, our
antenna easily converts from 5to 6meters, delivering 43% more receiving area and more than 11
2 dB
/
additional gain.
That's just the start of advanced
features to protect your picture—
and your profits—now and in the future. For example, Hughes unique
expandable antenna survives winds
of 125 mph, preventing problems
and saving repairs.
A carousel mount and anti-friction
roller bearings make it easy to set-up
and, later on, to redirect the antenna
to other satellites.
And options tailor it to your opera-

whether you're in a strong or weak signal area.
This remarkable new antenna is part of a complete earth station, developed, built, and supported
by Hughes. Complete with an advanced receiver
system, it keeps you ready for anything, including new satellites, transponder
changes, and EIRP degradation.
For details, contact Hughes Microwave Communications Products,
P.O. Box 2999, Torrance, CA 90509,
or call 213/534-2146.
tion,

Lean on the leader to keep ahead.

HUGHES

MICROWAVE -

COMMUMCM18115
Pnouuns

Call our service number any time, day or
night: 213/534-2170.
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SCTE Comments

SUE
SCTE Plans First "Best Of" Seminar in Hawaii
CHAIRMAN
Harold R. Null
Storer Cable TV

PRESIDENT
Lawrence C. Dolan
Mid-State Communications

EASTERN VICE PRESIDENT
Jerry O. Bybee
American TV & Communications

WESTERN VICE PRESIDENT
Richard Covell
Sylvania CA TV Division

SECRETARY
James Grabenstein
Potomac Valley TV Cable

TREASURER
Kenneth Gunter
U-A Columbia Cablevision

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Judith Baer
Washington Office
1900 L Street N. W., Suite 614
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 293-7841

REGIONAL DIRECTORS

On September 8th and 9th at the

Converters; Microwave/Satellite: Fre-

Princess Kaiulani Hotel, Honolulu, the

quency Coordination, FCC Filings,

SCTE will present a series of lectures

Satellite, CARS FM; and Testing and

and presentations on various technical

Test Equipment: Signal Level Meters,

subjects for cable TV. This SCTE

Converters, Sweeping, Spectrum

meeting is adown-to-earth "hands-on"

Analysis, Computerized Testing Tech-

technical session focusing on testing
and test equipment, microwave, pre-

niques.
Speakers on the panels will repre-

ventive maintenance and construction

sent across-section of manufacturers,

techniques.
If you're involved in any phase of

suppliers, users and managers. They'll
relate their experiences and give you

cable technical operations—mainte-

the opportunity to ask the questions

nance technicians, construction work-

that will help you run a more efficient

ers or installation foremen—this is

system.
Registration fees cover all sessions;

your meeting.
The program's goal is to help those

two luncheons; breaks and refresh-

cable system to sharpen their skills.

ments, and your Certificate of Completion. Advance registration cutoff

Topics to be covered include: Preven-

date is August 1, 1980. Registration fee

involved in the daily operations of a

tive Maintenance: Developing a Pre-

must accompany all advance registra-

ventive Maintenance Program, Head-

tions.
For further information, contact the

end, Cable, Spares, Repair and Retrofit;
Planning and Construction Techniques:

SCTE at (202) 293-7841.

Planning and Design, Forecasting and

6-12.

Scheduling, Purchasing, Manpower,

REGION 1
Kenneth D. Wall
Western Communications, Inc.

Conference Schedule

REGION 2
Larry Flaherty
U-A Columbia Cablevision

REGION 3
Michael J. Gardner
Cox Cable of Oklahoma City

Monday, September 8, 8 a.m. to noon

Forecasting and Scheduling.

Preventive Maintenance

2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Joe Van Loan, Viacom, Moderator;

Testing and Test Equipment

REGION 4

Dean Taylor, Systems Communica-

Thomas Jokerst
Quincy Cablevision

tions Cable, Cable; George Fenwick,

REGION 5
Ralph A. Haimowitz
Indian River Cablevision

REGION 6
Thomas Bird
Rollins Cablevision

Kaytek Converters; Fred Rogers,
Broadband Engineering, Repair and
Retrofit.
2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Microwave Satellites

REGION 7
Robert Tenten
Manhattan Cable TV

Jerry Parch, Liberty Communications,

REGION 8

Bureau, Microwave Applications Pro-

Kenneth Hancock
Philip A Lapp Ltd.

Moderator; Cliff Paul, FCC Cable
cedures; Cliff Fields, Farinon Video,
CARS (Cable Antenna Relay System)

AT LARGE DIRECTORS

FM; Dan Youst, Compucon, Frequency

Michael F. Jeffers
Jerrold Electronics Corp.

Coordination; Tom Humphries, Gar-

Martin J. Moran
Toner Cable Equipment, Inc.
A.H. "Abe" Sonnenschein
Hughes Microwave Communications Products
James Stilwell
Times Mirror and Cable
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Purchasing; Also to be covered: Planning and Design, Manpower, and

diner Communications, Satellites.
Tuesday, September 9

Clifford Schrock, CableBus Systems,
Moderator; Larry Dolan, Mid States
Communications, Computerized Testing Techniques, Signal Level Meters;
Raleigh Stelle, Texscan, Converters;
Jack Kouzoujian, Matrix Electronics,
Spectrum Analysis.
The meeting will be held at the
Princess Kaiulani Hotel on Waikiki.
Rooms are available for SCTE registrants September 6-12. Meeting registration must be accompanied by one
night hotel deposit.

Group travel

arrangements are available through
SCTE's authorized travel agent.
Deadline for advance registration
and hotel accomodations is August 1,
1980. Payment must be included with

8 a.m. to noon

advance registration. For further in-

Michael Murphy, Warner/Amex Cable,

7841.

formation, contact SCTE (202) 293-

and Chapter News

SCTE Fall Conference to Feature
Teletext and Viewdata
SCTE President Lawrence Dolan

"Last February, at SCTE's Spring

has announced that "Teletext and

Conference, the 'Teletext and View-

Viewdata" will be the topic of the 1980

data Services' panel literally stole the

Fall Conference on Emerging Tech-

show.

nologies, scheduled for October 15-16,

perfect for an in-depth look at the

Playboy Resort and Country Club at

issues and technology involved."

Great Gorge, New Jersey.

I believe that the timing is

The emphasis of the meeting will be

"Treatment of 'Teletext and View-

on international developments, experi-

data' as the subject of an Emerging

mental projects in the U.S., potential

Technology conference signals an

application, status and history. All of

exciting new avenue of growth for the

the original panelists from Phoenix

cable television industry," said Dolan.

have been invited to participate in the

Videotape on
CARS Filings
The Society of Cable Television

Susan Queeney of the SCTE office.
The color tape takes system opera-

Fall Conference.
Additionally, invitations have been
extended to the Joint Council on
Educational Telecommunications,
Zenith Radio Corporation and Colorado Video, Inc.
Advance registration deadline is
October 1, 1980. For more information,
contact the SCTE office, (202) 2937841.

( 111 L -cable
know-h(rw
makes
cents.

The $125 tape includes timesaving
techniques, checklists, and shows

tors through the step-by-step proce-

examples o' the necessary exhibits

dures for avoiding problems when

and schedules related to FCC form

filing CARS applications with the

327. When ordering, specify tape size

commission, Queeney said. She noted

and format, and include correct ship-

Engineers has just produced a 60-

that up to 25 percent of all CARS

ping address. The Society requests

minute videotape on properly filling

applications are rejected by the Com-

that all orders be paid in advance.

out FCC Cable Television Relay Station

mission because they are improperly

(CARS) applications, according to

filled out.

Bob Bilodeau (right) SCTE president from 1972-78 was honored by the American Society of Association Executives
(ASA E) on June 17, at a chair dedication ceremony at the new ASAE Conference Center in Washington, D.C.
Shown here is ASA E President Jim Lowe (left) with the plaque bearing Bilodeau's name and noting his years of service. The
plaque will be mounted on one of the executive chairs in the Conference Center.
C-ED August '80 9

VOLI
ought
ttl be ell
pictures.
(c) 1980 Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Corporation.
THE MOVIE CHANNEL is aservice of Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Corporation.

We're in pictures, and nothing but, 24 hours a
day. We're THE MOVIE CHANNEL. We built
our business on the simple proposition that what
cable television viewers want is movies.
The facts: According to VideoProbeIndex*, 90
percent of cable subscribers list movies as the
major reason they subscribe.
And that's why you ought to be in pictures.
THE MOVIE CHANNEL lets you offer what
your viewers want the most of—without specials,
sports, and other programming. What's more,
during the last six months, nearly two-thirds of
our movies did not appear on either of the other
major pay programming services.
THE MOVIE CHANNEL gives you movies
around the clock. THE MOVIE CHANNEL
schedules on the basis of exclusive QUBE data—
putting pictures on when people want to see
them.
And THE MOVIE CHANNEL has atruly
localized marketing and merchandising program.
Nine out of ten of your subscribers want precisely
what THE MOVIE CHANNEL shows.
You really ought to be in pictures.
•VideoProbeIndex, Inc.—Cablevision May 1979.

TIIIE MOVIE
C1-1ASINIEL

*

24 hours aday.

THE EXPANDABLE SYSTEM

As a reflection of the progressive development in the cable industry, we have designed a
redundancy system to alleviate your problems today.
Rapid automatic switching upon unit failure relieves you from customer complaints due to
"outages" for long periods, and helps you avoid the 10 p.m. failure expeditions to the headend.
Fail-safe your system with proven protection by using Comtech's automatic RCV-450S and RCV450LS redundant switches.
RCV-450S

RCV-450LS
Automatic LNA Switch

Automatic Video Switch
+ 1 for 6 backup
+ Manual override capability
+ Replaces received signals on a priority
basis
+ Remote override capability
+ Optional polarization switching
+ Automatic restoration

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Continuous carrier monitoring
Auto switching of redundant LNA
Manual LNA selection
Individual LNA selector
Horizontal and vertical polarization
protection
Fault indicator
No adjustments or calibration required
Switches LNA power
Optional remote operation

Our sales personnel are always happy to help you: Call today and ask for Laurel Fowler, Dan
Cromwell, or Bob Miller.

COMTECH
Data Corporation
ASUBSIDIARY OF COACTECH TELECOM MUNICX77ONS CORP

613 S. Rockford Dr. • Tempe, AZ 85281 • (602) 968-2433 • TWX 910-950-0085

PROFIT
T i
PICO Variety and
Quality Means More
Profit for You!

A PICO -trapped system is the most cost effective system yet
engineered for CATV.
We make the biggest assortment of notch filter traps available
today in the CATV industry. With PICO traps and filters you can
design avirtually unlimited programming mix that will generate
the greatest possible revenues from your subscribers. That means
added profits.
PICO's advanced engineering and high manufacturing standards
mean more profits through less replacements. Our filters are so
rugged, so dependable, that we back them with afull two-year
warranty. Over 1,000,000 PICO filters are at work in the field today.
Looking for fast, efficient service? We've doubled our facility size
and workforce to meet your needs. Orders for our standard filters,
listed below, are filled in four weeks or less. What's more, Anixter
Pruzan can now ship PICO filters for all channels on adaily basis.

Call (315) 451-0680

So check our filter variety. Find what's best for your needs, then
get in touch. Put PICO to work making profits for you!
PICO has single channel traps, single channel super traps,
mid band reject filters, GHI reject filters, channel D thru Ireject
filters, ABC reject filters, low band reject filters, high band reject
filters, super band reject filters and both indoor and outdoor positive
filters compatible wiLh all interfering carrier systems and more!

1001 Vine St.
Liverpool, N.Y. 13088

THE

D

7S COLLECTION,

*.•

RAIS CATI DIVISION
ELECTRONICS, INC.

,RMS Electronics, Incorporated 1980

"ØA WEALTH OF PRODUCTS"
000'

1

\
t

50 ANTIN PLACE
BRONX, NY 10462
CALL COLLECT (212) 892-1000
TOLL FREE (800) 223-8312
Canadian Representative Deskin Sales Corp.

Continental U.S.A., except N.Y. State

TwoWetate -of-the-art"
Systems Display
by Jim Elmore

T

here are two sides to the cornmunications revolution; the world of fact,
and the world of fancy. Despite the
rapid pace of technology, the almost
bewildering speed with which new
products and services are starting to

per-program basis. The subscriber

Dimension 2, system operators have

orders the program by means of the

the assurance that the system will be

home terminal. This electronic order is

able to respond to new marketing
opportunities for future subscriber
service expansion.

sent upstream to the central system
computer for automated program
authorization and subscriber billing.
Fully automated billing for other cable

Microprocessor-Controlled

services will also be available.

Terminal

Videotext Information Display

offered by TotalControl Dimension 2,

In addition to the extensive services

appear, the truth is that only a few
companies are providing options for
average cable systems when thinking
"future services."
The hottest of the new two-way
technologies to be coming on line were
dutifully displayed at the NCTA show
in Dallas. The new systems—shown by
TOCOM, Pioneer/Warner, Scientific-

An important additional option with

system program security has been

TotalControl Dimension 2 is the Oak
Videotext information display system.

enhanced. Premium programs are

Videotext can provide subscriber ac-

scrambled with the Oak sinewave sync
suppression encoding system. The

cess to more than 2000 pages of color
video information, containing alpha-

subscriber's home terminal will unscramble only those programs which

numeric information only or a com-

the cable operator has authorized; and

Atlanta, and Oak Communications—
utilize two-way capability to supply

bination of alphanumeric data and
computer generated color graphics.

home security, medical alert alarms,
data retrieval, pay-per-view programming, and a variety of new, futuristic

Transmitted as asubcarrier, the Videotext signal conserves spectrum and is

because any channel or group of
channels can be tiered, dedicated pay
TV channels are not required.

services.
Oak began development on its "TotalControl Dimension 2," system in
1975 with the introduction of a complete security system for apartment
dwellers. The system was installed,
tested, and operated by Oak research
and development engineers in Europe,
with the operating CATV system in
Dordrecht, Holland, becoming the first
to install Oak two-way interactive
products.

actually transmitted over an already
occupied TV channel. Any number of

The home terminal is frequency

channels can carry a Videotext signal

synthesized and microprocessor controlled for high stability and reliability.
With 400 MHz design, subscribers can

or, if the operator desires, the entire
Videotext service can be provided

select from an extensive number of
channel offerings from a touch-

within a standard 6 MHz channel.
Simply by entering the desired page
number on a home terminal keyboard,

sensitive channel selection keyboard.
There's even a "favorite channel"
memory for ten programs. The channel

TotalControl Dimension 2subscribers
can select among such information

selected is indicated on abright, easyto-read LED display. An optional

displays as: news headlines, current
weather conditions and forecasts, first
aid or emergency information, cable

infrared remote control provides convenience-minded subscribers with
wireless access to the full capabilities

The system enhances revenue

TV program schedules, airline or other

of the system. Parental control is

control as well. Late-paying subscribers

transportation schedules, community
announcements, stock market updates,

available via an exclusive electronic

can be remotely disconnected by computer command. TotalControl Dimension 2 also protects cable operators
from "floating" terminals. Stolen ter-

keylock.

daily horoscopes, ads and even trivia
questions.

'DUBE Ill

Sauer stressed the versatility of

The Dallas show provided the back-

TotalControl Dimension 2. He noted

drop for Warner-Amex and Pioneer to

minals can be permanently deactivated. This capability is in itself a

that it is designed to be expandable to

introduce QUBE ill. Spokesmen for

deterrent to terminal thefts.

meet cable system operator needs and

the joint effort are calling the newly

TotalControl Dimension 2 is a fully
addressable system. In addition to its

subscriber interest. In addition to the

developed console unit a "major mile-

basic two-way system capabilities,

stone" in the evolution of two-way

sixteen levels of tiered program ser-

TotalControl Dimension 2can accom-

interactive cable television.

vices, remote box connect/disconnect
operation is standard. For program-

modate such varied services as home

The QUBE Ill home computer con-

shopping, remote utility meter reading,

sole, known as the pioneer BT-1300, is

ming flexibility, any channel or group
of channels can be scrambled for pre-

energy management systems, programmed TV classes, TV games, and

mium programs. Subscribers can also

home computers. Because these capa-

can accommodate up to 110 program
channels and, say company represen-

be offered special programs on a pay-

bilities are designed into TotalControl

tatives, it has the capacity to provide

20 C-ED August '80

half the size of present QUBE consoles,

head-end. Because of this design
arrangement, the unit has built-in

any home service, data information

spokesman for Pioneer, QUBE Ill is

retrieval or video entertainment programming currently available or that

capable of handling up to 256 kilobits
per second, compared with a present

security and will not operate illegally

may develop in the next decade.

industry-wide norm of only 25 KBPS.

through tampering or theft.

factured by Pioneer, is one of the most
advanced systems of two-way communications in the nation and offers

TOCOM 55 PLUS
Also unveiled at the Dallas show

nology, each video channel is capable
of producing full-screen alphanumeric

was the TOCOM 55 PLUS system, an

text and five-color graphics separately

subscribers the ability to interact

intelligent addressable set-top processor with optional hand-held, wireless

By utilizing vertical interval tech-

The BT-1300, developed and manu-

or combined. These channels may be

watching. By pressing buttons on the

remote control unit. According to

authorized as pay services are made
available to everyone. They may be

QUBE home computer console, subscribers can register opinions, vote on

information available from TOCOM,

formatted to contain up to 10 pages of

the 55 PLUS system can process and

information which can be accessed by

issues, participate in games, shop at

descramble video from up to 55 CATV

way of an on-screen index page and
the keyboard. In addition, however, a

directly with the programs they are

home, and take educational courses,

channels (50 to 400 MHz) and then

for example.

output them on channel 3 or 4 under

full video channel can be set aside to

In addition to the program channels, QUBE Ill features eight narrow-

complete control of the system operator. With the optional A/B cable switch,

transmit thousands of pages of data,

cast channels or groups of channels

up to

110 more channels can be

Another feature of the 55 PLUS

for education and other services and
twelve interactive response buttons on

processed by the 55 PLUS when used
on a dual cable plant. Also, when used
in conjunction with an expanded HT3B home terminal or equivalent, the 55
PLUS provides a complete two-way

system is that special emergency alert
commands can be directed to all or

interactive communications system,
allowing pay-per-view, home security,

tunes it to a pre-selected channel, and

eight numeric digits of variable length

opinion polling, channel monitoring,

data to and from the terminal which will
enable home subscribers and com-

ency alert is then sounded and followed by an audio-video announce-

with additional equipment, energy

the home console. This means eight
separate programs or groups of channels can be selectively addressed to
individual subscribers.
The QUBE Ill console can support

mercial users to tie in with the QUBE Ill
central computer in a variety of home
service applications, including home

interactive information retrieval and,
management, home shopping, and ,
home banking.
Control data protocol allows the

financial management, teleshopping,

system operator to control subscrip-

security, information retrieval, payper-view programming and narrowcasting. In addition, subscribers will be

tion TV services on a per channel, per
service tier, per event, and with a full

able to instantly access a wealth of
information from data information
banks and use innovative services
such as electronic libraries, energy
management, and gather economic
and market research data.
In home financial management, for
example, asubscriber would be able to

two-way system on a per-view basis.
The 55 PLUS also allows a complimentary data channel to be transmitted
on the vertical interval of each of the
incoming video signals when desired.
It is then decoded and displayed by the

accessed in the same way.

selected 55 PLUS units at any hour of
the day. When an alert is received, the
55 PLUS automatically turns the TV on,
increases the volume level. The emerg-

ment.
The 55 PLUS allows on/off and
complete volume control or sound
muting from both the set top unit and
the remote hand held unit by pressing
the "sound up" and "sound down" or
"mute" keys. Sound is always mute for
channels or programs not enabled for
viewing. In addition, the 55 PLUS
allows the user to store and display up
to ten preferred channels for quick
access. Channels are stored and modified by pressing the "enter" and "pref"

55 PLUS graphics generator. This

keys. They are selected instantly by

capability frees all 55 of the 6 MHz

pressing the "pref" key for each suc-

video channels for entertainment or

cessive preferred channel.

actually make deposits or withdrawals

education, while retaining the impor-

Finally, using the 55 PLUS, sub-

simply by punching in adigital code on

tance and availability of news, weather,

the QUBE Ill console that would tell

and other data or graphic transmission.
Selective information retrieval and

scribers can interact with a TV program to epxress opinions, vote, answer

the computer which home terminal is
requesting a service and that the
service requested is banking. An addi-

complete TV program schedule "dis-

surveys, answer test questions, and so
forth. This is achieved through use of

play" is possible if a full dedicated

the "resp" and "enter" keys. Opinions

video channel is utilized.

computer to make certain all figures

The remote control, hand-held unit

or votes can be tallied almost instantly
by the central data system.

are correct. This would be followed by
another verification of the transaction

is an optional feature having the same
key layout as the keyboard on the TV

PLUS processors may be ordered

which would be relayed back to the
subscriber.

full function control at either position.

QUBE Ill also allows for the simul-

The 55 PLUS set top processor is

taneous and independent access to

built around an intelligent, micropro-

both data information and video entertainment services within a given area.

cessor control center. As a result, each

In addition, QUBE Ill technology
permits a very rapid data transmission

the cable operator.

rate. According to John Lanpher,

occurs through instruction from the

tional check would be made by the

set top 55 PLUS housing and providing

Special factory-programmed 55
which permit channel information to
be monitored by the central data
system. This feature is invaluable for
rating programs and test marketing
new products.

unit can be addressed separately by
Program and channel descrambling

S-A's Interactive Information
System
The other major manufacturer with
C-ED August '80 21

a two-way interactive system on dis-

Basically, however, the system is

play in Dallas was Scientific-Atlanta. In

primarily intended for remotely moni-

sharp contrast to the new systems

toring alarms and relatively slow data

proposed by competitors, which
spokesmen for S-A are quick to note

teletext decoding and other high

are essentially untested as far as field
work is concerned, Scientific-Atlanta's

The Cable Prep
Hex Crimp Tool with
Compression Adjustment
is the Answer...

notes Smith, is that the system's

the field. Scientific-Atlanta designed
and demonstrated two-way interactive

emphasis is different from teletext
applications. "It is our analysis," says
Smith, "that real high speed data will

terminals even before it developed the
line of distribution equipment," said

end up on dedicated frequencies or
cables for specific large users in

Tom Smith, S-A's Director of Opera-

business and industry."

tions for Communications Products.

residential level. But, for us anyway,

could see even then the potential

the big question is the impact of this

urban residential market for equip-

technology on overall system cost.

ment to monitor fire and burglar

You can do effective load management

alarms. So while that product was a
little before its time, it did provide an
opportunity for S-A to become familiar

on a one-way system—you don't need
two-way. And while two-way capability

vices here in Atlanta to design and
manufacture a wireless residential fire
and burglar alarm system. Since 1971

The Cable Prep
Hex Crimp Tool
Available from your Cable Prep
Distributor along with acomplete
line of Power Adaptable Coring
Tools.

Cable
Prep,
Ben Hughes Communication
Products Co.
P.O. Box AS
Old Saybrook, CT 06475
203/388-3559

"There's no question that the technology is there," Smith continued, "for
high-speed data transmission on a

was a little before its time; still, we

with the residential alarm business. As
a result of that, we entered into a
contract with Rollins Protective Ser-

The Cable Prep
Hex Crimp Tool features
Compression Adjustment
Extending the life of the tool, and
giving acorrect crimp longer.

volume, high speed data channel
utilization. The important point here,

new Interactive Information System is

1969. Of course, it turned out that that

Compression
Adjustment

It is not directed at

based on several years' experience in

"In fact, we developed asystem back in

HCT-659

interchange.

is necessary to remotely monitor fire
and burglar alarms, and for system
performance monitoring, the fact
remains that that sort of informational
feedback can be accomplished very
well at the lower speeds. And in
comparison with this low-speed utili-

we have had more than 40,000 residen-

zation, high-speed teletext applications

tial alarm systems installed and working today. Of course, they don't work

are extremely expensive. Our product
differentiation, therefore, is based on

over cable, they work over telephone
lines. Still, the differences between

cost effectiveness. We envision the
system as eventually having that high-

distribution systems can be overcome
with extreme ease."

speed capability. However, we anticipate that the design at that point will

"In 1976 we got involved in managing energy for utilities. We provided a

utilize an automatic switching device
which will access the dedicated channel."

communication system for electric
utilities to disconnect water heaters
and central air conditioning compressors during times of peak demand."
Smith said. This of course minimizes

This line of thinking also explains SA's philosophy of modular, add-on
units. Rather than buying an entire
system with everything all at once, S-

brownouts and prevents the local

A's system allows for the purchase of

utility from having to buy power from

separate modules for each service. So,

neighboring power companies. We
presently have over 70,000 energy

when the market begins to go beyond
home alarm monitoring and load man-

management switches now installed in

agement, and into the data transmis-

homes throughout the United States.
Again, these don't work over cable,

sion area, S-A will be there with the
appropriate module as it is demanded

they work over radio channels. How-

by the customer.

ever, about two years ago we adapted
this energy management system to

The new systems shown in Dallas
present the vista of a future society in

work over cable for the system in

which information, security, merchan-

Monroe, Georgia."

dising, and financial transactions are

S-A is currently in the process of

all instantaneous, and electronically

refining its final system specifications,

controlled. Alvin Toftler's "third wave"

so information on data rates and other

of technological development is at
hand. And, as the Dallas show graphi-

design details are not yet available.
Company spokesmen say the specs
should be available in six to nine
months.

cally demonstrates, the cable industry
is in the vanguard of that development. C-ED

NEW IIISETS
CAN UNSCRAMBLE
APAY IV PICTURE

What if the latest TV sets had such improved
circuitry that they could inadvertently
unscramble apay TV picture ... and you
had just finished installing the last of your
10,000 piece order of addressable
descramblers at anywhere from $90 to $200
per unit?
Fortunately it hasn't happened yet, but, with technology moving so fast, it could happen. That's why
we're glad we still make the best and only single
and multi-channel cable traps*, band-reject filters, and band-pass filters in the industry. And even
though our cable traps and filters have no glamour,
they still give you the best pay TV security you can
get at the least cost per pay subscriber. And that's
why more and more systems have been buying
our cable traps over the years in spite of every new
idea that comes on the market.

Why not give us acall. Then all you have
to do is sit back and make money.
VITEK ELECTRONICS, INC.
4Gladys Court, Edison, NJ 08817
(201) 287-3200 •TELEX — VITEK-EDIN
'U.S. Patent No. 4004257

VITEK
A Subsidiary of AUGAT®
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FOR PRECISE COUNT
ACCURACIES IN
FULLY LOADED 52
CHANNEL SYSTEMS:
• Designed specifically
for proof-ofperformance testing
• OdBmV sensitivity
• 5 to 405 MHz coverage
• Measures selected
channel with adjacent
channel 10dB larger
• Preselector/Stripper-Removes
video modulation prior
to counting
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COUNTER

TFC -7

FREGIUENCY IMHZI
GATE
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Texscan's highly accurate Model
TFC-7A turned frequency counter
uses a broadband
preselector/stripper to remove
modulation and an accurate
counter for Proof-of-Performance
measurements. You can't beat it
for convenience, accuracy and
reliability. The TFC-7A features
easy to read digital LED;
intercarrier spacing measured at
the push of a button, and many
more functions. A truly versatile
instrument that is unparalleled in
the industry.
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U.S.A.
Texscan Corporation
2446 N. Shadeland
Indianapolis, Indiana 46219
(317) 357-8781
Distributed in Canada by
Comm-Plex Electronics

Yes! Iam ready
for more information on your
TFC-7A tuned
frequency counter.

Texscan Instruments Ltd.
1North Bridge Rd.
Beithamsted
Hertfordshire, England UK
PH. 04427 71138
Texscan GMBH
Peschelanger 11
D-8000 Munchen 83
West Germany
PH. 089-67010 4849

Please send me your new catalog
and price sheet.
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AREA CODE:

_
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TELEPHONE

SEND TO: Raleigh Stalle, Texacan Corporation, 2445 N. Shadelancl Ave., Indianapolis, Indiana 46219

P&D Bringing New Generation
of Computer Power
switch to another, and not on the speed of the switches

Just as the development of the transistor heralded the
beginnings of the solid-state era, the push by the Depart-

themselves.

ment of Defense to take IC technology to a new level
promises to usher in a new era of communications and data

Resting on what is aclear lead over the rest of the world in
superconducting technology, IBM engineers have demon-

technology.
The importance of new computer research cannot be

strated that no major technical obstacles stand in the way of
achieving superconducting super computers. Using Jo-

overstated. American technological development has been
rapid since the beginning of World War II, but it has

sephson junctions, they have already exceeded the

(Very High Scale Integrated Circuit) technology. Virtually all

performance levels of the most advanced computer
technologies based on semiconductors. The Cray-1
computer, probably the world's most advanced, gives a

consumer level gadgets, and certainly most of the communi-

signal cycle time of 12 nanoseconds. Josephson circuits

cations devices existing today, are a result of technological

have been built and demonstrated with a cycle time of 10
picoseconds (trillionths of a second) combined with heat

undeniably accelerated with the race to develop VHSIC

fallout from Defense research.
Now that CATV systems are breaking into the higher

outputs of only a few microwatts—thousands of times less

realms of penetration (and profits), the potential impacts of
computer-communications technological advances are

than semiconductors.
This means that 100,000 superconducting circuits would

much greater. Consumer studies indicate that certain types
of interactive services will soon be sold as soon as they are

produce only about one tenth of a watt of heat, compared
with 3 kilowatts using semiconductor technology. Experi-

installed, and future-looking forecasts indicate that channel
space will be occupied as fast as it can come on line for at

densities of 400,000 bits per square inch with access times of

mental Josephson memory devices have achieved packing

least a decade.
The following is a short digest of computer R & D news,

7 nanoseconds. Others, based on superconducting vortices,

relevant to communications engineers.

square inch, the same as curren: bubble memory techniques,

Super Computers Due In The 1990s

but with switching speeds hundreds of times faster.
The supercomputer of the future might just be the

New developments in superconducting technology may
be heralding the end of the transistor age. In any event, the
introduction of new super-computers in the 1990s will be as
dramatic to the electronics industry as the development of

may achieve memory densities of up to 25 million bits per

smallest part of any data processing system. IBM engineers
envision a mainframe computer four inches on a side,
including the CPU, cache memory, and main memory, with a
16-megabyte memory and a capacity for 70 million

Semiconductors very possibly will have adiminished role

instructions per second. The following generation of
supercomputer may demonstrate "monsters" one inch on a

in the computers of the future, if researchers at IBM, Bell

side, with 64 to 128 megabyte memories and a capacity of a

Labs, and other facilities have their way. Superconducting

billion instructions per second.

the transistor a generation ago.

Josephson devices may well take their place, according to

The development of such speeds and capacities will make

reports in High Tech and 1RID.
Superconducting technology currently under develop-

possible computer applications heretofore impossible.

ment has laready achieved switching speeds 10 to 100 times

be a possibility with new computer systems being designed

faster than current LSI (Large Scale Integrated Circuit)

by Harris, IBM, and others, as well as instant speech
recognition, and real-time human interaction with huge data

devices, in afraction of the space. The new techniques allow

Virtual real-time weather forecasting, for example, will soon

for greater packing densi ties on circuit chips, reaching

bases. Impossible under current technologies because of

densities as much as 20 times greater. Improved ability to

switching speeds and memory capacities, the science-

dissipate heat, as well as new circuit techniques that lower
heat production, are allowing computer designs that are

fiction type computer that carries on conversations with
operators and performs complex data searches almost

limited by the speed at which signals can travel from one

instantly, could well be possible.
C-ED August '80 25

Communications impacts could include the development

Electroline
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Band
Filters

Electroline manufactures a
full line of extra-broad-band
filters (-60 db for 36 MHz)
ideal for
*MID BAND CHANNELS
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* PAY TV
plus other filters for
*SIGNAL PROCESSING
*INTERFERENCE ELIMINATION
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0-100 MHz

0.5 db

108 MHz

1.5 db

120-156 MHz 40.0 db
174-216 MHz

1.8db

221 MHz 17.0db
300 MHz 50.0 db

THE BAND REJECT FILTER

possibility of communication links with data speeds of up to
a trillion bits per second.
Defense Department Pushes VHSIC Research
arsenal and its capabilities during the last twenty years,
according to a strategic report, issued by the Institute for
over NATO forces at 3:1 for tanks, 3:1 for artillery, and nearly
2:1 for aircraft.
NATO's response to the steady buildup of communist
forces has been to go for improved technology. Unable to
match Warsaw Pact countries for sheer numbers, the NATO
forces have sought to counteract the buildup by using more
sophisticated electronic systems that provide aircraft and
ground units with greater combat power.
The electronic warfare (EW) and countermeasures
market has been heating up for several years, and has
recently been fueled by a Department of Defense initiative to
take American electronics technology to the next level of
development, according to Electronics/Countermeasures
magazine.

Typical Insertion Loss

MI=
11111111
.1

themselves into coherent oscillations, suggesting the

Strategic Studies. The study places Warsaw Pact superiority

Typical Insertion Loss
U.

far above those obtainable by American technology today.
Experiments have shown that arrays of junctions tend to pull

The Soviet military machine has been expanding both its

COMBINATION MID & SUPER BAND REJECT FILTER
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of modulated microwave devices that operate at frequencies

0-108 MHz

0.5 db

120-156 MH7. 58.0 db
174-400 MHz

1.0 db

DoD is stressing the development of VHSIC (Very High
Scale Integrated Circuits) to replace the current generation
of EW gadgets, to counter the Soviets growing expertise in
this area. The EW market has been growing rapidly, and the
DoD push is sure to make it even more fertile.
Electronics in general is becoming an ever-larger part of
the defense budget. In the current fiscal year, nearly 13
percent of the defense budget will be spent on acquiring

immfflorz leeevq=mmuium

electronics gear. If facilities and manpower are factored out,
this percentage rises to 35.

THE BAND PASS FILTER

Typical Insertion Loss
0-108 MHz 60.0db
120-156 MHz

1.8 db

174-400 MHz 60.0 db

The EW market has been growing about 25 percent ayear,
expanding from $500 million in 1974 to $3 billion in 1979. It is
estimated that EW sales worldwide will top $4 billion within
two years.
Over one hundred scientists and engineers attended a
recent DoD conference on the Department's new VHSIC
initiative. They were told that government funding of VHSIC
would rise to $225 million through 1986, a substantial
increase from the $1.6 million budgeted for 1979.
The future potential for spin-offs in technology for other

ELECTROLINE

Television
Equipment Inc.

El SPECIAL AMPLIFIERS
El COUPLERS
LI FILTERS
SPLITTERS
CI TAPS
U TEST ADAPTORS
CI SWITCH TRANSFORMERS

8750, 8th Avenue
Ville St-Michel
Montreal, Que. H1Z 2W4
or phone collect
(514) 725-2471
Representatives across Canada
and the U.S.A.
Offering aline of
quality equipment
for the cable industry.

industries is great, observers at the conference felt, citing the
rapid pace of "fallout" from today's military technology in
such areas as satellite communications, computers anc
computer terminals, intelligent household gadgets and toys,
and automotive technology.
In response to the DoD program, IBM announced the
opening of a new facility in Manassas, Virginia, dedicated to
VHSIC research. Under IBM's Federal Systems Division, the
new 13,000 square foot facility will be used to "push the
frontiers of semiconductor technology" according to a
company spokesperson. The facility will conduct research at
the two-micron level and above, will be dedicated to NMOS
silicon gate technology, and might expand into CMOS,
gallium arsenide, and other technologies.
A key part of the Manassas facility will be on-line
Electron-beam technology, developed by IBM. Although the
company does not plan to commercially market its E-beam

products, they are being made available for other Defense
Department projects.

Chipmakers Considering Impacts
of VHSIC Technology
American chipmakers are considering the impacts on
their industry of the introduction of VHSIC (Very High Scale
Integrated Circuits) technology, and believe that the trend

POWle\MC Bkll
The Reliable One!

through the 1990s will be toward fewer, larger companies
engaging in chip making.
Citing increasing costs of manufacturing equipment, the
high cost of capital, and the rapid rate with which equipment
becomes obsolete, chipmakers are evidencing reluctance to
get into high-technology fabrication techniques involving
electron beam sputtering and exotic substrate materials.
The IC industry is now riddled with takeovers, due to the
obsolescence and capital problems. Only seven of the 36
new IC makers started since the mid 1960s still remain
independent. One industry observer predicted that, within
the next several years, the industry may see alarge part of the
designing and building of VHSIC components take place at
users facilities.
An offshoot of the growth in the VHSIC market is the
boom in

process equipment. The US market for IC

production and test equipment is expected to increase by 17
percent this year, and Frost and Sullivan reportedly predicts
continued growth to $2.3 billion by 1989.

Signal Processing Technology
Leads To Consumer Fallout
New signal processing chips developed by semiconductor companies, largely as "fallout" from military sonar and
radar programs, will lead to the introduction of a new
generation of "super-intelligent" electronic games and toys,
and other consumer products. By 1984 there will be "voiceresponse" toys which recognize the owner's commands "just
like dogs" according to a report by International Resource
Development.
The continuing race to develop electronic equipment
capable of fooling enemy radar and weapons guidance
devices has acted as a major stimulant to the signal
processing market during the past twenty years, according
to the report, and has resulted in the production of low-cost,
ultra-fast LSI signal-processing chips, which are key

Traditional quality from Lester
Equipment Mfg. Co., makes the
entire line of POWERVISION
standby power supplies the
leader in its field.
CA TV operators
benefit from not
only the high
/
W I»
reliability of
0 ism dee
POWER VISION,
411
-%
but also the modular variations,
capacities and configurations
available for awide range of
pedestal or pole installations.
-
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components in "black box" devices.
Signal processing technology has played acritical role in
the development of Computerized Axial Tomography (CAT)
scanners, and is now contributing to the rapid growth of
ultrasound and infrared medical imaging equipment
markets, says the IRD report. Digitization of speech, store-

"MU

and-forward voice switching and other important telecommunications applications have also resulted from the
continuing fallout of military signal-processing know-how.
Signal processing may be as important in the 1980s as
data processing was in the 1960s. "In a sense, the trend
towards advanced uses of signal processing techniques is
part of a technological evolution towards capturing data at
its source" said study manager Celeste Hynes. "Data
processing deals with structured number sets, while word
processing deals with strings of text; thus word processing is
more directly concerned with 'real world' information than
data processing," she said. "Signal processing is the logical
next step, in that analog data is captured at its source and is
manipulated and processed in real time."

The cable industry depends upon
POWERVISION for uninterrupted
performances -and customer
satisfaction.
Call LESTER

POWER VISION

1044 Pioneer Way,
El Cajon, CA 92020
(714) 588-1272

Even before you're
ready to sell they're
ready to buy.
Before you spend your first advertising dollar, ahuge portion of
your market is already sold on
Home Box Office. That's what
study after study shows.
HBO is

margin over any other service.
The latest Kagan numbers tell
the story. HBO has 45% better

All across America
people know and
want HBO. In fact,
lê on average, an incredible 42%*already know about
HBO. That means
amarket readymade for you.

/f.

the national
brand name in pay
TV. ..
the foundation pay service
for your entire cable package.
People who have HBO love it.
People who don't have it, want
it—and will choose it by awide

penetration of cable and 46% better penetration of homes passed
than the nearest competitor.
Even in areas where HBO is
not yet available, we're ahousehold word. On average, an
astonishing 42% of the people
across the country know about
HBO.*And, at the mere announcement of an HBO launch, that figure
climbs to an incredible 78% in
*Reymer & Gersin Associates, 1979

cabled communities That kind of
awareness means there's areadymade HBO market waiting for you.
And this year, more people
than ever before will know about
HBO. Thanks to our unprecedented $6,000,000 advertising
campaign, 3 out of 4 of your
potential subscribers will see an
HBO ad 4 times every month.
And when you're ready to sell,
you can bet they'll be ready to
buy.
HBO is not just America's
best known service, it's also the
most wanted. What's behind that
massive demand? The same
thing that makes us the best
seller. QUALITY Quality that has
HBO subscribers spreading the
word about the big entertainment
they get only on HBO. And that
"Standing Room Only. Diana Ross"

HBO means quality—the best programming. When the superstars play pay TV,
their first choice is HBO. That star power
makes for unrivaled word-of-mouth. And
that makes for unrivaled sales performance.
cHome Box Office. 1980

HBO affiliates don't miss out on our
$6,000,000 advertising campaign: 3 out of
4 of your potential subscribers will see an
HBO ad 4 times every month! So when
you're ready to sell HBO, they're ready
to buy

word-of-mouth nets new subscribers for HBO affiliates.
We're committed to building
that reputation through unmatched
programming innovation and
excellence.
So don't miss out on the
best foundation service available
for your total package of cable
services.., or on the biggest presold market in pay TV

The Foundation
Pay TV Service

Introducing Wcrvetek's 400MHz
Sweep Recovery System.
While you're putting shows on
those new channels for your
subscribers, our new Mode: 1855/
1865A Sweep Recovery System will

be putting on quite a show for you.
It sweeps and analyzes all the way
from 1to 400 MHz and provides
alphanumeric readouts on the
screen for amplitude and frequency.
Meanwhile the viewer's screen stays
sharp and uninterrupted, thanks to
our high-speed sweep (down to 1
millisecond). At the same time, the
picture on your 1865A stays sharp
and uninterrupted because it's
continuously refreshed. And memory
access is now standard equipment.
So reruns are instantly available.
Directing this brilliant
performance is our microprocessor

control. It even takes care of most of
the setup procedure that used to
take so long.
Of course, the star of any Wavetek
show is the price. In this case, just
$7,800 for the 1to 400 MHz Model
1855/1865A. But if all you need is the
350 MHz version, you can knock off
$700. To get the complete picture,
just write or call: Wavetek Indiana,
P.O. Box 190, 66 North First Avenue,
Beech Grove, IN 46107. Toll-free
800-428-4424. In Indiana, phone
(317) 783-3221.
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CATV Threatened by Emerging Technologies

Just Another
Pretty Revolution?
The global communications indus-

TV, other technologies are coming on
line that could seriously erode CAT V's

try is undergoing another major technological revolution, the consequen-

seemingly placid market. Ranging

ing share of the market.
Conventional voice services, including message-toll service and

ces of which may dwarf the impact of

from direct broadcast satellites to

private-line traffic, will continue to

the invention of the transistor.

potential telephone company moves,

predominate. By the year 2001 up to 25

Today's golden age of electronics
began with that solid state break-

the new distribution systems are all
eyeing CATV's market with envy.

voice traffic will be carried by satel-

percent of all long-distance (MTS)

through, but it will be the new genera-

The challenges to the communica-

lites, along with up to 50 percent of all

tion of VLSI/VHSIC devices, combined

tions industry include a bewildering

data and video traffic, according to the

with a high user demand for channel

flood of new products and services,
which will soon hit the market. Almost

studies

all communications-oriented, and

sion to renew programs directed at
advanced communications satellite

space and processing, that will mark
this new information explosion.
Two developmental streams are
merging to cause this. The advances in
device ability and channel space, and
the increasing sophistication of users,
are combining to produce vast new

almost all intelligent, the new products
and services will become "standard
features" instead of "blue sky options."
Security systems, home and business

NASA recently announced a deci-

research and technology, according to
reports published in IR/D. Primary

information services, and direct mar-

emphasis will be placed on frequencies up to 30 GHz, intended for com-

potentials. This combination, along
with educated and profitable consum-

keting services will present unique
problems and opportunities to sys-

mercial use during the next 20 years.
The studies show that the demand

er demands, will result in a steep
increase in the use of channel space,

tems, especially in the areas of compa-

for MTS services will have saturated

tibility, reliability, information security,

the nation's existing domestic satellite

sophisticated terminal devices, and

processing capability, and customer

capacity in the 4-6 GHz and 11-14 GHz

sophisticated system services.

relations.

bands (C- and Ku-bands) by the early
1990s. More flexible satellites are on

Computer speed and capacity have

This special issue of C-ED looks at

outstripped our ability to fully utilize
them, and, yet, great leaps in speed

some of the latest developments in

the drawing boards to accomodate

computer and communications tech-

this expansion into the short ranges,

and density are just on the horizon.
It is no longer a matter of providing

nology. Digested from trade journals,
industry reports, and news items, the

the studies say. A major attraction of

channel space, according to Steve

following information is designed to

Elliott, a computer communications

give you a taste of what is to come.

band, is the broad frequency range
allocated to communications satellite

the 20/30 GHz band, called the Ka-

consultant. "Channel space is being

use, up to five times the band widths

eaten as fast as it comes on line," he

allocated at C-band and Ku-bands.

said. "It is no longer a matter of
providing clean service. The commun-

Fast Growth Predicted
for Telecom Market

ications industry is now faced with the

Use of telecommunications in the

task of catching up with the user, as the
user is just learning how to fully use his

U.S. will grow at least five fold during
the next 20 years, according to studies

systems."

performed for NASA by U.S. Tele-

Just as CATV systems are begin-

phone and Telegraph and Western

Advanced technologies using the Kaband could have message capacities
of 50 to 100 times those in the C-band.

One Quarter U.S. Homes
To Have Smart Terminals

ning to achieve significant penetra-

Union. The studies predict that space

As many as one quarter of U.S.

tions in metro markets, thanks to pay

communications will gain an increas-

homes may be equipped with various
C-ED August '80 31
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THE TIMES 4000 SERIES.
IT GOES UP EASIER.
STAYS UP LONGER.
AND SAVES YOU MONEY.

Times 4000 series is our best
selling trunk 8e, feeder cable for
a lot of good reasons.
It's the latest state-of-the-art in
technology. The 4000 Series has
a total band width capable of
carrying over 54 channels. Other
trunk and feeder cable only
carry 300 megahertz and 39
channels. The obvious advantage of our 4000 Series is you
can expand programming without replacing cable.
And installation is a lot easier,
once again thanks to Times
technological edge. For the first
time ever, Times 4000 Series is
engineered with a new dielectric compound. It's stronger and
bends more easilywithout crimping. That saves you alot of headaches during installation. Of
coufse the 4000 series is readily
available and uses standard
connectors.
Also important in times like
these, the 4000 series is cost efficient. It's a low loss cable that
saves you money by using fewer
amplifiers per system.
No wonder Times series 4000
is our biggest selling trunk and
feeder cable. It goes up easy.
Stays up longer. And saves you
money. It's the best of Times.
Times Wire 8( Cable, 358 Hall
Avenue, Wallingford, Ct. 06492.
800-243-6904
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Times Wire &Cable

The #1 Cable Company

DIVISION OF TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC

An dIr ilco
w Company

as being well-positioned to take ad-

types of intelligent' terminals by the

the "integrated video terminal," which

end of the 1980s, according to areport

will include video tape capability and

vantage of the expected market de-

from International Resource Develop-

will also be programmable, with many

velopments, but in fact they face two

ment, (IRD).

standard software packages available.

serious hazards. One the report notes,

Capable of utilizing new informa-

The study notes that 250,000 micro-

is the sheer size and muscle of the

tion and transaction services, home

computers are currently installed in

firms moving into the information

terminals will account for a multi-

the U.S. Many of those being shipped

services business. The other is the

billion dollar industry by 1990, and the

now are destined for business or

possibility of telephone companies

revenues derived from the provision of

professional applications, but the

taking over the CATV business (which

the new services may exceed $3 billion

installed base of "home computers" is

the FCC has already permitted in small

by 1990.

large and growing. Increasing num-

communities). Additional dilution of

The development of "viewdata" and

bers of microcomputer users are

the market position of the CATV

other print services, continued growth

equipping their systems with commu-

vendors may come from the spread of

in CATV systems, and deregulation of

nications interfaces, allowing them to

home satellite earth stations, which

the telephone and CATV industries are

communicate with other microcom-

Sears, among others is developing in

puters or with timesharing service

conjunction with Comsat.

the keys to this growth.
The telephone industry will be

computers. The growth of these de-

faced by stiffening competition in

vices in the home represents another

provision of telephone instruments

significant delivery vehicle for home

and in long-distance services. Other

information services in the 1980s.

interconnect companies are expected

The major types of new information

CATV Converters
Will Become Home Computers
Cable TV converters will be the
personal home computers of the fu-

to get into the MTS market, but the

services will include news, directory,

established telephone companies are

data-base, entertainment, and educa-

ture, according to Dr. Gary S. Tjaden,
Vice President of Engineering and

expected to retain more than 80 per-

tional programs and services. The new

Technology for Cox Cable Communi-

cent of the residential service, the

terminals will open the way to home

cations, Inc. of Atlanta. Competition

report notes.

transaction services, notably "tele-

for franchises is forcing CATV com-

The new types of terminal devices

shopping" and "bank-at-home" ser-

panies to develop technologies that

are likely to include two main types.

vices. "Find/seek" classified ads will

will meet increasing consumer de-

The viewdata-equipped television set

generate revenue for the service sup-

mands, he says, with the newest

will incorporate electronics to capture

pliers, and be a convenience for the

technology involving the use of ad-

and decode the frames of information.

user.

The more affluent seem likely to favor

dressable converters with micropro-

CATV companies see themselves

cessors to provide a wide range of

elLOUI eenm uow
• for UPI NEWSTIME
• for special services
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,
,
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Add afew hundred video channels ro your cable system
through use of Colorado Video Slow Scan TV equipment

•
•
•
•

teleconferencing
medical
instructional
municipal

•
•
•
•

library
industrial
security
communications

Contact us for technical specifications
and applications notes.

COLORADO

VIDEO
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BOX 928 BOULDER, COLORADO 80306
(303) 444-3972 TWX 910-940-3248 COLO VIDEO BDR
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channel selections. The use of micro-

computer system," he said. "It is

processors is growing in significance

designed for a particular service, but it

readout, and a microprocessor inside.

because of the potential it offers the

has all the things in it youi would need

cable TV subscriber, Tjaden said.

to have ahome computerconnected to

Channel selections are keyed in—not
dialed.

"Once you have a microprocessor in

acable, which is adistributed process-

every home and a computer at the

ing system."

"It has a keyboard input, a digital

The unit is one piece, field upgradable to two pieces, with wireless remote

other end of the cable, you are getting

Another innovative way in which

very, very close to having a home

CATV converters are being used is in

pad. "The microprocessors going into

distributed processing system," he

an energy management system being

the terrrunal are programmable pro-

said.
Dr. Tjaden cited the potential use of

control operation and a hand-held key

tested by Cox in Pensacola, Florida. At

cessors driven by a program placed in

the heart of the cable system is a

a read only memory. They are true
general purpose programmable com-

CATV converters for home security in

computer headend that operates the

a Cox system in Norfolk, Virginia as an

controls of the furnaces, water heat-

puters with addressing capabilities,"

example of a distributed processing

ers, and air conditioners in participat-

said Dr. Tjaden.

system. A minicomputer used as the

ing homes. "Into the computer is put a

central data base will be linked to a

schedule of events for each house-

good reasons for us to upgrade the

"As technology advances, there are

remote data system. The remote has a

hold," Tjaden said, "so that the furnace

converters we put in the homes," he

Z-80 microprocessor which sends out

is turned up before the family gets

said.

"polling" signals. "These signals, sent

home at the end of the day, or the water

every three seconds, check the condi-

heater is turned on before the family

tion of units connected to home terminals," Dr. Tjaden explained. "That

rises each morning. The pilot program
has resulted in an energy saving of 30

terminal must send a response back to

percent.

the station."
Home terminals are connected to

Rapid Growth of Direct Marketing
Via Viewdata Predicted
The ':echnology, capital, applications, and markets needed to imple-

Another example of expanding

ment home "pushbutton shopping"

technology will be completed this

are now here, according to LINK, an

alarm devices, such as smoke sensors,

summer in Orland Park, a Chicago

information consulting firm. The study,

and magnetic door and window latches,

suburb. The first 4080 Megahertz, 52-

"Viewdata and Its Potential Impact in

and medical panic buttons.

channel system in the country is now

Direct Marketing," says that changing

being installed by Cox in Orland Park.

attitudes among both businesses and

"The converter being installed at

consumers insure the steady growth of

"We're talking about a computer
controlled terminal in every home
subscribing to the security system.

Orland Park is starting to look like a

home shopping and transactional

That, to me, is a rudimentary home

computer terminal," said Dr. Tjaden.

services through the 1980s.

,i11:313 MHz
52 Channels
PLUS ...
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the FS 3D-VS Professional SLM
has Built-in Quality Features. .
• + 1.0 dB Accuracy
• Electronic Auto. Shut-off
• New High-Impact case
with Accessory storage
• AC/Battery Operation:
3types of Battery Options;
Nicads, Alkaline or
Carbon Zinc
Available at major CATV Distributors
Call or write for free color brochure

1960-1980

LLL1_
Jj

75 West Forest Avenue,Englewood, New Jersey 07631 201.569-3323

General representative for Europe: Catec AG Luzern/Switzerland,Habsburgerstr 22.7e1.041-23-90-56Telex:
TELF178168. In Canada: Comm-Plex Electronics Ltd.
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IT'S HERE,

A NEW LOW COST "36 CHANNEL"
CONVERTER
VOLUME PRICING. PROMPT DELIVERIES
OUTPUT CHANNELS 2, 3 OR 4

TECHNOLOGY
PERFORMANCE
DURABILITY
ECONOMY

MANUFACTURED BY

Qtandard
V empo
simes

EXCELLENT COST SAVING SPECIAL FOR 1980
CHECK THESE FEATURES
• 12 Month Factory Warranty

• Hi-Speed Slide Switch Control

• Durable Construction

• Greater Switch Reliability

• Underwriters Laboratories Approved

• Most Cost Effective Design

• Attractive Profile Design
• Convenient Fine Tuning Control
• Excellent Picture Quality
• Power Surge Protection
• One Piece Set Top or Cord Remote
• Quality Performance with Security Systems
• Greatest Ratio Of Performance To Price Available

ORDER TODAY!

Satellite Cablevision Equipment Inc.
DIV. SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC.

NATIONAL SUPPLIER TO THE CATV INDUSTRY
CALL YOUR ORDER DIRECT 312-779-2391
OR MAIL YOUR PURCHASE ORDER TO
9144 S. Bishop •Chicago, IL 60620
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Cable Programming For August
Signal

Day

Alert
Tones

Start/Stop

1957#

C-SPAN (times approximate)
Mondays 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Tuesdays 10:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

CBN

Satellite/
Transponders

No

2:30 pm-2:30 am

August
August
August
August
August

F1, #8

1
2
3
4
5

5:00
3:00
3:00
5:30
5:00

4:31
3:28
1:17
1:26
1:17

August 6
August 7
August 8

600
5:00
5:00

1:43
2:11
354

August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

2:00
2:30
6:00
6:00
5:30
6:00
6:00
2:30
2:00
6:00
5:30
500
5:00
5:30
2:00
200
5:30
5:00

3:30
2:19
2:16
2:13
3:08
1:28
2:56
3:46
2:40
1:39
1:24
1:50
1:38
3:30
4:09
2:27
3:00
2:40

August
August
August
August
August

27
28
29
30
31

6:00
5:30
5:30
3:30
2:00

1:01
2:00
3:59
3:41
3:15

481*/#

Program
7297#
Scramble
8357#
Duplication
940'/#

E,C F1, #12
P.M F1, #10
F1.
F1,
F1,
F1,

#24
#22
#23
#20

Start/Stop

Modern Talking

12 pm-5 pm

Pictures

(weekdays)
7 am-12 pm

Alert
Satellite/
Tones Transponders
048 1/#

F1, .22

(weekends)
Newstime

24 hrs.

2767#

Fl, .6

Nickelodeon

9 am-11 pm
(weekdays)
8 am-11 pm
(weekends)

749 1/#

F1

PTL

24 hrs

No

F1, #7

ESPN
Monday thru Thursday
6:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m.
Friday, 6:30 p.m., to following
Monday, 4:00 a.m.

HBO

Day

Thursdays 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Fridays 10:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

24 hrs.

Front Row

F1, #9

Signal

Reuters
4:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

429*/# auto switch to commercial,
on/off respectively
517# end SPN, begin HTN
517* end HTN, begin SPN
576*/# -ft

Showtime

Take-2 E.
592 1/#
Take 2 W.

August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

6817#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

F1, #2
F1

No

SPN
10 pm-8 pm
(Mon.-Sat.)
24 hrs. (Sun.)

3:30
1:30
1:30
3:20
3:30
3:00
3:30
3:30
1:30
1:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
1:30

3:33
2:33
3:41
2:34
3:51
3:25
2:38
2:55
3:11
3:29
3:18
3:51
2:23
2:38
2:41
2:53

August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:00
1:30
1:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
1:30

2:58
3:13
4:13
2:12
2:36
3:28
2:55
2:55
2:27
2:47
3:28
2:35
2:36
2:37
1:46

1:30

.11

18

Fi, #21

E, C, FI, #12,
P, M, F1,

F1, #21

HTN

8 pm-10 (11) pm

517*/#

KPIX (lime permitting)

2-4 hrs. per day

No

F1. #1

KTVU

7 am-1 am

No

F1, #1

438*/#t

F1, #9

(weekdays)

SIN

24 hrs.

No

Westar II 46

7 am-4 am
(weekends)
MSG Sports

August 1
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

E = eastern
C = central
M = mountain
P = pacific

2
3
6
9
10
13
20
23
24
29

8:00 p.m.
1:30
1:30
10:00
130
130
9:00
8:00
130
1:30
8:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

1030 p.m.

The Movie Channel

24 hrs

311*/#E.

F1, #5

519*/#W.
Trinity (KTBN)

24 hrs.

No

F1, #14

WGN

5:42 am-3 (3:30) am
(Mon.-Thurs.)
24 hrs. Sat. & Sun.
Ends 3 arr on Sun.

No

F1, .3

WOR

24 hrs.

F1

.17

All program times are listed for the eastern time zone, unless otherwise noted.
t Commercial substitution 601*/#; Thurs. baseball 706*/#.
ttOn-line 679*/#; off-line 753*/#; access 843*/#.

Switchcraft Brochure Features Tini DW Multi-Switch® Switches
A new eight-page brochure in full color describing Tini DW Multi-Switch®
switches with 10 mm and 15 mm centers is available from Switchcraft.
The new brochure discusses basic design features of the sub-miniature Tini
DW Multi-Switch switch, the first American switch made on 10 mm centers.
Switching functions, material specifications and terminations are described.
Special features including available pushbuttons, legends and the new
Switchcraft "Flip-Flop" pushbuttons are also covered.
The subminiature Tini DW Multi-Switch switch has been specially designed
for applications where size, low cost, and reliability are prime factors as in
analog and digital computers, analyzers, transmitters and receivers, intercoms,
numerical control devices, ground support systems, instruments, home
entertainment, appliances and control panels. These non-illuminated switches
are available in up to 18 stations in a single row. For further information or a
copy of the new brochure "Tini DW Multi-Switch® Switches" (NPB-349), write
to Switchcraft, Inc., 5555 North Elston Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60630.

New Component Selector From Cornell-Dubilier
A colorful new 96-page catalog from Cornell-Dubilier Electric, Newark, New
Jersey, contains complete specifications and selection data on the CDE line of
DC capacitors, relays, EMI filters and AC capacitators.
Product lines detailed in the "CDE Component Selector" include: aluminum
electrolytic, film dielectric and mica capacitors: general purpose, miniature,
sub- miniature and time-delay relays; all-purpose APF/EMI noise filters; and
by-pass. non-PCB and "Soggy Foil" AC capacitators. Included are product
specifications, engineering data, cross-reference and selection tables. For a
free copy, write: Marketing Communications, Cornell-Dubilier Electric, 150
Avenue L, Newark, New Jersey 07101.

The
with
no stinger!

COLOR DIGITAL
MESSAGE/WEATHER
UNDER

$4000 œ

complete

(INCLUDES COST GE HEAT.11•

Full-Screen digital
weather displayed on
erst page.
Weather Information
displayed In 2 line
blocks on other pages
It desired.

The LRC Innovators announce the "B"
series entry connector (EMI).
It has all the characteristics of our original EMI—the same radiation sleeve,
crimping mechanism, internal fitting and
RF integrity—but it's shorter. It's a good
deal for you because it means shorter
center conductor preparation.
The "B" series EMI from LRC, it's a
honey of a connector.
Innovators for the CATV Industry.

¡Res

ELECTRONICS,INC.

901 SOUTH AVE., HORSEHEADS, N.Y. 14845 PHONE 607-739-3844
AVAILABLE IN EUROPE PERU: Electro Service N V .Kleine Nieuvrendirk 40. B 2800 Michelen, Belgium
CANADA THRU. Electroline TV Equipment. Montreal. Quebec
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COMMERCIAL STATE
LOANS FOR ANY GOOD

BANK
REASBN

1

. Crawl lino Is keyboard
errhy, but opttonany
Interlaced to NOM tor
only $300.00

CHECK THESE STANDARD FEATURES:
Keyboard
FOul Message, Rages

Crawl Line with 1000 Characters
RS-170 Color 'Lyric System
4Color Background Generator
Automatic Cianlaeong
Page by Page Deploy Tin-e
Random Page Display
And More ,
SYSTEMS FOR NEWS WIRE SERVICE AS LOW AS 5329500
SYSTEMS FOR MESSAGE SERVICE AS LOW AS $279500
F.Dr more information coil or write

BEl

PO BOX 106A •OLATHE KANSAS 16061
(914) 764-1900
1WX 710 749 6401

Bibliography
RF Test Equipment
Wide Band Engineering Company, Inc. has released catalog #180. This
eight-page catalog contains specifications and applications for RF test
instruments produced by WBE, Inc.
Several new products have been added in this catalog. These include an
expanded amplifier and directional coupler line. Also added are UHF products
in the 1-900 MHz range including a 30 dB RF sweep amplifier, RF analyser, RF
comparator, fixed impedance bridges, and 50/75 ohm impedance converter.
Other products include precision hybrids, coaxial RF switches, filters,
detectors, RF analysers, RF sweep amplifiers and variable impedance bridges.
All products are available in 50 or 75 ohm impedance with a number of
connector options. For a free copy, write Wide Band Engineering Company,
Inc., P.O. Box 21652, Phoenix, Arizona 85036, or call (602) 254-1570.
Newsletter, Data Communications Brochure Available from Valtec
Valtec Corporation, Communication Fiberoptics, is now publishing a
newsletter on new products, applications and technology advances in the field
of fiberoptic communications. Published quarterly, "FiberTopics" covers
company and industry activities in the telephone, broadcasting, CATV, military
and data communications markets.
A new fiberoptic data transmission product brochure is also available from
Valtec. Highlighted in the brochure are Valtec's low-cost eight-port multiplexer,
high-speed RS-232C synchronous and asynchronous data links, TTLcompatible links and multi-kilometer data transmission links.
Valtec is a manufacturer of fibers, cables, electro -optic interfaces and
systems for the voice, video and data communications industries. Further
information can be obtained by writing to Valtec Corporation, Communications
Fiberoptics, 99 Hartwell Street, West Boylston, Massachusetts 01583, or call
(617) 835-6082.

Ad Index

C.

Beston Electronics, Inc.
Ben Hughes Communications Products Co.
Cerro Communications Products
Colorado Video, Inc.
Communications Distribution Corp.
Comtech Data Corp.
Eagle Comtronics
E.E.G. Enterprises, Inc.
Electroline Television Equipment
General Cable Corp.
Hamlin International Corp.
Home Box Office
Hughes Aircraft Company
Lester Equipment
LRC Electronics, Inc.
Mid State Communications, Inc.
Oak Industries, Inc.
Pico, Inc.
Raven Electronics, Inc.
RMS Electronics, Inc.
Sadelco, Inc.
Satellite Communications Systems, Inc.
Southern Cable TV Association
Texscan Corporation
Times Wire & Cable
Triple Crown Electronics
TRW RF Semiconductors
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MODEL HE-P SIGNAL PROCESSOR
The HE Series of processors and modulators
was designed to meet todays needs of small
systems for high quality processing and
adjacent channel loading at an economical
price. All frequency conversions are crystal
controlled and have IF accessibility. Input
signal range: baseband or 5-900 MHz.
Output signal range 5-300 MHz.

Write or call: 42, RACINE ROAD,
REXDALE, ONTARIO, M9W 2Z3.
Tel. (416) 743-1481
We specialize in being active!
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Nickelodeon
wins awards from
the toughest
critics
NICKELODEON has just won the
ACT Award for 1979.
In presenting this award, Action
for Children's Television singled out
NICKELODEON for its eight regular
programs and their unique contribution towards the improvement of
children's television.
But ACT did not act alone.
Since its first birthday in April,
NICKELODEON,The Young People's
Channel, has been honored with 3
prestigious awards.
At the NCTA Convention in Dallas,
Pinwheel, the preschooler's program,
received the ACE Award for Excellence
in achildren's program series. And
another ACE Award was presented to
America Goes Bananaz, the teenage
talk show, as the best entertainment
program series.
NICKELODEON is the television

channel concerned parents have been
waiting for. It's the only channel devoted entirely to young people, with
14 hours of noncommercial programming every day—for children
of all ages.
When you offer NICKELODEON
as part of your basic cable package,
you make more than just agood impression. You make friends of parents,
civic leaders, educators, and other decision makers. You get the full community support every franchise
holder needs.
You begin by making alot of children very happy. In achieving that,
you satisfy the most important people
in cable television.
Your customers.

eNickelodeon .
THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S CHANNEL

©1980 Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Corporation.
NICKELODEON is aService of Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Corporation.

Tally Drops Serial Printer Price

Printers

Tally Corporation has reduced
prices on its model T-1602 serial

Dataproducts 180 CPS Matrix Printer

those of large host computers with
highly distributed terminal networks
The "Executive 80" series consists

printer from $2645 to $1995. The 24

of two basic terminals, the model 20

percent price cut on the 160-character-

and model 30, designed with a high

Dataproducts Corporation has ex-

per-second printer is the third major

degree of flexibility for applications

panded its family of dot matrix impact

price cut the company has recently

such as data entry, form fill, data

printers to include the model M-120

announced for models within its serial

inquiry and software development.

printer. This new unit offers the same

line.

The model 20, whose list price is $1295,

operating characteristics of its "big

The Tally T-1602, one of the first

is a buffered video display terminal

brother," the M-200 printer, except for

printers to offer microprocessor-

with an extensive set of video highlight

a slower speed and lower price.

controlled optimized bi-directional

and formatting features. The model 30,

printing for increased throughput, is a

correspondingly priced at $1695, is a

seven-wire print head allowing it to be

quietized, desk-top, 132-column im-

very high-performance editing termi-

very favorably priced.

pact matrix printer designed for high

nal whose functional differences over

volume data processing applications.

the model 20 are characterized by

the first quarter of 1980 with 30-day

The T-1602 features dual sprocket feed

expanded function key capability,

delivery ARO. OEM pricing can go as

tractors for positive paper positioning

additional transmission modes, paging

low as $1,350. The new M-120 provides

and fast paper advance. The tractors

and data validation.

crisp, easy-to-read print using a 7x7

adjust from either side of the carriage

half-dot matrix font in standard or

and handle multi-part forms from 4

highlighting, line drawing, status line,

expanded characters. The print speed

inches to 15 inches wide.

programmable function keys and a

The printer uses a single column,

Delivery for the M-120 will begin in

is 180 characters per second in a
bidirectional, logic-seeking mode.

Standard features include video

A 7x7 half space dot matrix font

horizontal split screen display, plus

produces highly legible, sharply de-

enhanced video option which selec-

fined characters. Standard features on

tively displays characters at normal

the T-1602 include a 96-character

font size, twice the normal height and

upper/lower case character set, self

width, or in a 132-column format on a

test, forms length selector, forms

15-inch monitor.

thickness control, paper out alarm,

For further information, contact

double-wide character printing and a

Hazeltine at 500 Commack Road,

convenient snap-in ribbon cartridge

Commack, New York 11725, or call

inking system.

(516) 462-5100.

Optionally, the T-1602 can be
equipped with a Quick Tear attachment for fast and easy forms removal
immediately after printing. The Quick
Tear provides better forms utilization
and saves the substantial expense of
forms wastage.
For further information, contact
Frank Batchelor, Tally Corporation,
8301 South 180th Street, Kent, Washington 98031, or call (206) 251-5524.

New Display Terminal From Human
Designed Systems Emulates
DEC's VT-52 CRTs
A new display terminal that emulates
DEC's VT-52 and provides a wide
range of applications capabilities and
design features has been introduced
by Human Designed Systems, Inc.
The concept 520 series terminals
offer users of DEC's popular alphanumeric CRT the ability to continue to

Work throughput ranges from 75 lines

Terminals

per minute for full, 132-character lines,
to 200 lines per minute with 40-character

tions, while adding an inexpensive
resource that can serve as a keystone

lines. Average throughput is 120 lines

Hazeltine Announces new Smart

per minute.

"Executive 80" Terminal Series

Other significant features of the M-

utilize their VT-52 for existing applica-

A new line of sophisticated, high-

for future uses in range of areas. It is
available in both ASCII and APL
versons, with either one or four full

120 include a unique, operator replace-

performance computer terminals, of-

able head, good for more than 200

fering a wide variety of configurations,

The concept 520 family emulates

million characters; long-life ribbons in

was announced by Hazeltine Corpora-

the standard features of the VT-52,

clean and easy to load cassettes; and

tion.

including cursor control; left, right, up,

no required preventive maintenance.

Named the "Executive 80", the new
series is designed to be easily cus-

and down; home cursor; direct cursor
addressing; reverse line feed; clear

tomized to fit the precise needs of a

functions; and alternate keypad mode.

For further information, contact the
marketing department of Dataproducts

pages of display memory.

Corporation, 6200 Canota Avenue,

broad range of systems applications. It

Each of the four members of the family

Woodland Hills, California 91365, or

suits the requirements of smaller

is totally compatible with DEC software.

call (213) 887-8451:

modular computer systems, as well as

In addition to VT-52 compatibility, the
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VIM I IIPIUMUEE
ANY OTHER WAY OF GETTING UP IN THE AIR
BURNS OFF (AT LEAST) $3,000 AYEAR.
Electric over hydraulic is the only way to operate. Power take-off
not only wastes atremendous amount of gasoline, it's murder on your agent.
Skyvan puts in afull 8-hour work day in the field, then recharges from the
heavy-duty alternator while you're driving from point to point.
THE REST OF THE SKY VAN STORY IS JUST AS IMPRESSIVE:
• Skyvan on avan or cab and chassis
makes an inexpensive combination
service vehicle/tool for quick service
and repairs.
• No leaky hole in the roof.

• Four small out-of-the-way legs leave all
the room for tools and equipment.
• Tools store out of the weather and away
from vandalism.

WORKS BEAUTIFULLY IN ANY TEMPERATURE, BITTER COLD TO FURNACE HOT.

emu*
aranertee
erarae
spa«
*S400

Here's apromise from UEC

You'll get Skyvan/Skyjacker service within 24
hours wherever you are. And if our distributor
doesn't stock the parts you need, we'll fly them
in. We've got the finest 48 distributors in the
country, none more than a24-hour service call
from you.

IJEC

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
A Subsidiary of UEC Industries, inc.
PHONE 405/528-3479 /TELEX 747-282 1PO BOX 18879 OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73154

series offers a wide range of standard

cations. The primary goal, according

features, including windowing, pro-

to the company is to help improve

grammable function keys, functional

operational efficiency in data centers.

support for word processing and data

The mounting display and control

entry/retrieval applications, business

system takes its instructions directly

graphics, multiple character sets, and

from the computer, and communicates

multiple I/O ports (e.g. printer port).

them to operators, using a three-light

The standard concept 520 (ASCII

series of flashing color indicators to

version, with one full page of display

alert operators, and an eight-character

memory) is priced at $1675 in single

alphanumeric unit to display actual

quantities; $1330 in quantities of 75. It

volume serial numbers and appropriate

is available 30 days ARO.

handling messages. A tape mounting

For further information, contact

display and control system, utilizing a

Human Designed Systems, Inc. at 3700

combination of eight-character alpha-

Market Street, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

numeric displays, and a controller,

vania 19104, or call (215) 382-5000.

starts at $16,000. They are available 30
days ARO.

New Tape Mounting Display

12-inch Touch Screen Digitizer
from TSD
TSD Display Products, Inc. has
introduced a touch screen digitizer for
use with 12-inch diagonal CRTs. The
touch screen incorporates an entirely
new concept in data interaction. It
enables completely untrained personnel to use a CRT terminal equipped
with atouch screen to interface quickly
and easily with a computer system by
simply touching an appropriate menu
item that is displayed on the screen.
The 12-inch touch screen matches
the curvature of most 12-inch CRTs
and features a minimum of parallax
optimizing the operator's pointing
accuracy.

from Scientific Measurement Systems

It provides fast and convenient data

Scientific Measurement Systems

access, no operator training is required

has introduced a new tape mounting

and the unit has high stability and

display and control system that utilizes

outstanding reliability.

an easily readable and highly reliable

Depending on the application, the

display system. Called the "Center of

touch screen digitizer can be supplied

Attention," the new mounting display

with or without a power supply and

and control system is designed to

RS232 interface. A special introductory

provide improved control of tape and

"evaluation unit" is available for pur-

disk mounting operations by helping

For more information, contact

to reduce mistakes, save time, simplify

Scientific Measurement Systems at 26

12-inch touch screen digitzer range

operator interaction with peripherals,

Olney Avenue, Cherry Hill, New Jersey

from $950 for a unit with parallel

and improve man-machine communi-

08003, or call (609) 424-5220.

unfiltered data output to $1,200 for a

LECTRO
STANDBY
POWER
FIVE
YEAR
WARRANTY

chase by new customers. Prices for the

After five years of field operations in the heaviest
lightning areas of the U.S.A., Puerto Rico and Mexico,
where the most frequent power failures occur, we found
by the records kept that Lectro Standby Power supplies
had such a low failure rate we could offer a warranty
unprecedented in power supplies in the cable industry.
That means there is no cost to you other than shipping
charges to and from our factory, unless the unit has
obvious physical damage. We will repair at no charge,
and return the unit within one week of receipt.
Lectro has proven that you do not have to pay high
prices for reliability.
Our five year warranty now gives you further proof of
this. Sales over the past two years show that Lectro is
now the leader in standby power.

Why not use the leader in your system!
COMMUNICATIONS
DISTRIBUTION CORP.
SV-S-4-60-BC

P.O. Box 567 • Athens, Georgia 30601
(404) 353-1159

unit with filtered RS232 data output
and power supply. The special one-

special software. A built-in tri -mode
formatting permits the user to select

computer. The TC-180 is supplied with

time evaluation unit with RS232 inter-

the drive and format best suited to the

tics, and aone-year warranty. Delivery

face and powerr supply is available for

application.

time is 30 days.

drive cables, documentation, diagnos-

$995, with OEM pricing available upon

The 6400 bpi MFM formatting offers

For more information, contact Wes-

request.
For further information, contact

unformatted capacities up to 17 mb per

tern Peripherals at 14321 Myford Road,

cartridge, making the unit an ideal

Tustin, California 92680, or call (714)

TSD at 35 Orville Drive, Bohemia, New

backup to eight-inch Winchester disc

730-6250.

York 11716, or call (516) 589-6800.

drives. Data is written on four tracks in
serial mode, one track at a time,
yielding high tape utilization factors.

Attachments

The controller interfaces cartridge
drives from DEI, Kennedy, Quantex,
DRI and Tandberg at densities of 1600

Wespercorp's New TC-180 Data

Miscellaneous

to 6400 bpi.

Heuristics' Low Cost
Speech Recognition
The first low-cost, industry-compa-

Cartridge Magnetic Tape Controller
Wespercorp's Western Peripherals

tible speech recognition unit, making

Division has announced a new TC-180

available speech input capability with

Data Cartridge Magnetic Tape Controller. The TC-180 is designed for use

virtually every computer terminal, is

with DEC PDP-11 computers, and is

The Heuristics 7000, which will sell
for about $3,000, has an RS-232-C

being introduced by Heuristics, Inc.

the latest in a series of controllers

interface to give all users the advan-

which permit the user the handling
convenience and compact size of the
/" (3M type) data cartridges.
2
1

tages of hands-off operation.
The unit has a spectrum analyzer
that uses state-of-the-art digital filter-

The TC-180 is a high-performance,
full DMA controller which is trans-

ing and pattern matching techniques

parent to the DEC operating system
because it emulates the DEC TM-

The two-card controller is designed
to mount in any two adjacent SPC slots

to analyze audio input. The output is

11/TU-10 1/2" magnetic tape system.
There is no need to write drivers or

and connects with the cartridge drive

puter in standard ASCII format. The

via two ribbon cables through the

unit recognizes up to 64 words or

automatically transferred to the com-

The Cill

gives you aradiation alert.
• If you have no radiation the CR -1 is quiet.
When asignal from the ST-1C transmitter is
detected the alert lights flash and the audio
tone is heard. The complete CR -1

and

ST-1C system is only $520.00, and it is a
time saver.

Write or Call Today

MID STATE
Communications
174 South First Ave.
Beech Grove, Indiana 46107
(317) 787-9426

In c.

phrases, each up to three seconds in

New Editing Controllers

vation keeps power requirements low

length, and is compatible with all

Cover User Needs

and operating functions precise.

common programming languages,

A new line of three videotape editing

such as FORTRAN, COBOL, PASCAL,

controllers from US JVC Corp. meets

and BASIC.

the specific needs of both the begin-

VCR with limited editing requirements.

ning and advanced video user.

The RM.-82U can be the controller in a

It can be trained or re-

trained as often as necessary to accept

The RM-70U is designed for a user
needing complete remote control of a

the voice or voices of the users, and will

The line is being introduced to

high-quality editing system where the

automatically reject utterances signifi-

"match features and price with every

purchaser must keep initial costs low.

cantly different from the vocabulary

class of professional video user,"

The RM-88U is aimed at the profes-

set.

explains Herman Schloss, vice presi-

sional videotape post-production cen-

dent of US JVC Corp.'s Professional

ter, which must incorporate every

It comes with a noise-cancelling
headset microphone.
For information, contact Heuristics

aspect of electronic editing and time-

Video Division.
The line consists of the RM-70U

saving technology.

at 1285 Hammerwood Ave., Sunnyvale,

Remote Control Unit, the RM-82U

The RM-70U has a suggested list

California, 94086, or call (408) 734-

Automatic Editing Control Unit and the

price of $360.00 and will be available in

8532.

RM-88U, a full-function Automatic

July,

Editing Control Unit.

availablity will be announced. For

Each "R M" has a large rotary search

1980. The RM-88U price and

information, contact JVC at 5875

dial control so a user can quickly

Queens Midtown Expressway, Mas-

locate any portion of a videotape

peth, New York, or call (212) 752-8610.

program. This shuttle search mechanism can vary the playback speed of
any controlled videocassette recorder
(VCR) from still to 5 times normal
speed in both forward and reverse. It
also maintains any selected playback
speed automatically when a user releases it during operation.
Each of the new "R M" units is also
constructed on a full logic circuit
based on amicroprocessor. This inno-
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heavy duty

everyt ing
the NEW "C SERIES"
indoor/outdoor
splitters
Features: corrosion resistant,
die-cast, indite plated, zinc
housing • sealed "F" type
connectors • machined
connector
threads
•
epoxy sealed cover •tab
for screw or strap mounting • 5-300MHz response •low loss •excellent matching characteristics — and more.
Write or call for literature

CERRO
COMMUNICATION
PRODUCTS=
the best components for CATV amplifiers
come

from

TRWRF SEMICONDUCTORS

Member of The Marmon Group

Halls Mill Road, Freehold, NJ 07728 • (201) 462-8700
RF Devices distributed in Canada by Anixter Turmac, Ltd.
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Employment Oppt.

CMI Personnel Services

YOUR TOTAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICES NETWORK
EMPLOYERS ... Let us help you to find the right job applicant.
JOB CANDIDATES ... Let us help you to find the best position available.
•
•

WE are an employer-paid personnel agency.
WE represent HUNDREDS of POSITIONS and CANDIDATES nationwide.

•

WE have a proven track record (cable TV, pay TV, STV, MDS, satellite, radio and TV).

•

WE are an established firm (1971) which provides various services including research, cable
system brokerage, publications and special reports, and we own and operate two

•
•
•

•

cable TV systems.
YOU can improve your chances of success when you employ our large full-time
professional staff ... in strictest confidence, of course.
YOU can receive at NO CHARGE, our bi-monthly "Top Jobs & Candidates" bulletin,
read by thousands in the communications field, by just writing or giving us a call.
YOU can benefit from our counsel on how to interview and from our knowledge of the job
marketplace, i.e., salary, benefits and other compensation relative to job descriptions,
geographical differences and competing services/ technologies.
TOGETHER we should b-3 able to accomplish your objective, so let's get started TODAY.

(714) 461-7891

COMMUNICATIONS MARKETING, INC.
PERSONNEL SERVICE

2326 Tampa Ave., El Cajon, CA 92020

CABLE CAREER HOTLINE 1-800-433-2160
• OUTSIDE TECHNICIAN
Small Texas town
• OUTSIDE TECHNICIAN
For Houston Area
• CHIEF TECHNICIAN
For Oklahoma

Salary Open

• BENCH TECHNICIAN
For Virginia Area
• TECHNICIAN
With design and layout experience. In Texas
• CHIEF TECHNICIAN
For Chicago arca
• MANAGER TECHNICIAN
Southern location

Salary Open

Salary Open
$18.000

• CHIEF ENGINEER
20.000 subscriber system in upper New York
• CHIEF ENGINEER
16,000 subscriber system in Ohio
• CHIEF ENGINEER
Three small s‘stems in central Texas
• FIELD ENGINEER
Lots of travel and live in Missouri
• REGIONAL ENGINEER
Responsible for 3.000 miles of plant in Pennsylvania area
• CHIEF TECHNICIAN
Medium-sind system in Connecticut

$15.000
$20.000
Salary Open

Jan Sather
Cable Television Specialist
5031 South Ulster, Suite 430
Denver, Colorado 80237
(303) 779-8890

$22.000
$20.000
$20.000 +car
$25-30.000

$22-25.000

All positions include benefits and moving expenses.

JIM YOUNG & ASSOCIATES
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$25.000 +car

Call day, evenings or weekends for information about these and other opportunities.
In Texas, call collect: (817) 236-7187
P.O. Box 79089

POSITIONS AVAILABI E

$21.000 + car

• PROPOSAL WRITER
Pennsylvania area. AA degree

CATV RECRUITERS

OPERATIONS •ENGINEERING
MARKETING • FRANCHISING

Ft. Worth, TX 76179

FEES PAID

To place your
classified ad, call
Patty Kay at
(303) 573-1433.

Classifieds
CABLE CAREER CONSULTANTS
MANAGEMENT • TECHNICAL

1101,z

• SALES

Cable Executive
Search Firm

Fees Paid

• MICROWAVE TECHNICIANS
Needed for Texas area. Requires 2nd class ticket minimum-3 years minimum cable
experience. Salary open—The right man draws the right salary.
• MICROWAVE TECHNICIAN
Needed for West Texas area. 2nd class ticket minimum required. 3years minimum cable
experience. Salary open. Needed immediately.
• CHIEF TECHNICIANS
Needed immediately for Western resort area. Good tech background and cable experience
may qualify. $18,000 plus benefits.
• GENERAL TECHNICIANS
Service, System, Bench, all types. New system—fully two-way. Ground floor opportunities.
• MANAGER/TECH
Small Western state town. 1,800 homes—system construction begins in July. Bi -lingual
helpful. 50 percent Hispanic population. $18,000 plus car.
• MANAGER
Bilingual necessary—needed by August. Excellent opportunity in new system—$21,000.

ftlega ji)tr4 *ate
Manufacturers Represented:
Blonder Tongue
Broadband Engineering
CCS Hatfield
Computer Video
Control Technology
EEG Enterprises
Intercept Corp.
Insulation Systems
LAC Electronics
Multiplier Industries
Vitek
STEVEN W. GROSSMAN
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
3501 S. Corona, P.O. Box 2001
Englewood, Colorado 80110
(303) 761-3304
(800) 525-8386

• PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Needed for Western state. Requires good administrative ability. Salary open.
• TECHNICIAN
Needed for Texas Lake Resort area. Small system must be well-trained self-starter—good
with people. Excellent benefits, retirement included. $12,000.
Call Hazel Arnold collect for information (713) 477-2518
1702 Strawberry, Suite 300
Pasadena, Texas 77502

SUBSCRIBE
Business Directory

TO

(-ED

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
TELE -ENGINEERING CORP
Engineers and Contractor
FOR QUALITY CABLE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
• Strandmaps
• System Design
• Construction Supervision
• Head End Surveys and Design
• MW Surveys and Design
• TURNKEY IMPLEMENTATION
As independent turnkey contractor we
will take your project from conceptual
stages to completion. Through selection
of quality system components, we will
deliver a plant of highest reliability,
performing to the most stringent system
performance specifications.
2 Central St.
Framingham, Mass 01701
Tel 617-877-6494

• Line & Distr Amplifiers
• Field Strength Meters
• Headend & ccTy Gear
• Fast Turnaround
• Quality Workmanship
• Reasonable Rates
All repairs are
unconditionally guaranteed
For more information call collect

•Amps
•Cable
•Connectors
•Components
•Drop Mel
•Hardware
•Passives
•Traps
•Switchers
•Steed-by
Power
if Sweep Gear
Test
r

JERRY CONN
ASSOCIATES,
INC.
MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVES
AELI INDLS ,Rst
P.O. Box 444
Chambersburg, Pa.
17201
Call (717) 263-8258 or
(717) 264-5884

RMT
ENGINEERING

CATV/MATV REPAIRS

VideoTech
Service Inc.
,..._
CATV AtATV CCTV
.---)
4505 DW ROSECRAN5 AVENUE
HAwTHORNE CALIFORNIA 90250
213 675 3266

60-DAY WARRANTY
10- 15 DAYS TURNAROUND
FOR PRICES WRITE TO
625 E TAYLOR AVENUE
SUNNYVALE CALIFORNIA 94086
(408) 733-4830
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Help Wanted

MATRIX ENTERPRISES, INC.
"The Cable Company Run By Cable People

SALES OPPORTUNITY
MIDWEST CORPORATION is among
the nation's largest video equipment
distributors, and is expanding its regional CATV equipment sales force to
the national level. We have sales positions open in Cincinnati, Detroit, Dallas,
Washington and Miami. Applicants must
have a thorough technical knowledge
and experience in RF systems, however,
no sales background is required. Above
average earnings, benefits and growth
potential.
Send resume to:
1150 C West Eighth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45203
Attention: Roy Williams

SALES APPLICATION
ENGINEERS
CATV Test Equipment
Leading manufacturer of CATV test
equipment has immediate openings in
the sales department for regional sales
application engineers. Excellent opportunity exists foran individual who enjoys
achallenge. BEE or equivalent required.
Minimum of three years experience in
the technical end of CATV system
operation. Microwave, earth station, and
digital knowledge would be beneficial.
Prior sales experience desireable but not
mandatory. Extensive travel involved.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Matrix Enterprises, Inc., is a fast growing, dynamic MSO. Matrix
Enterprises, Inc. would like to make your acquaintance if you have an
interest in joining a company where performance is rewarded and
opportunity is truly present for those who want it. Matrix is currently
seeking qualified candidates to fill over twenty new positions. Due to our
continued growth, these positions cannot be filled by our own personnel. We
need experienced professionals in the following areas:
CATV ENGINEERS/CHIEF TECHNICIAN —To work in Chicago areas
and other areas—two-way experience a plus.
SYSTEM TECHNICIANS —Top quality for Chicago area, other areas also
open.
INSTALLERS/TECHS—Experienced for "In-house" positions.
CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISOR —Minimum 5years experience, strong
"Hands-on" in all phases of aerial and underground construction required for
Chicago area, to quality control contract work.
Matrix Enterprises, Inc. is actively franchising the 31 communities in the
Chicago area and 57 other communities across the nation. This means
continued opportunity for our employees. If you or someone you know has an
interest in being part of afast paced company of cable professionals, then
take afew minutes to contact us. It costs you nothing to inquire; these could
be some of the most important minutes in your cable career.
Positions available in other locations as well.
Write or call collect:
MATRIX ENTERPRISES. INC

'h\i
P.O. Box 2000
Franklin, TN 37064

Send resume or call collect:

Call Collect: (615) 790-6800

WAVETEK
Indiana CATV Division
66 North First Ave.
Beech Grove, Indiana 46107
(317) 783-3221

Ask for Bill Kotas, Personnel Manager
In Illinois, Call (312) 256-6740

ST. THOMAS
VIRGIN ISLANDS
SYSTEM ENGINEER

STORER CABLE
COMMUNICATIONS
SEEKING CATV SYSTEM
DESIGN ENGINEERS
Storer Cable Communications, a major
MSO, is looking for qualified CATV
System designers, Senior Designers,
and Design Supervisors for East Coast
locations. Company offers excellent
fringe benefits and salary commensurate with experience. Send resume to:
Richard Wragg
Storer Cable Communications
1800 Century Blvd.
Suite 1700
Atlanta, GA 30345
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Expanding operation has a hands-on
pole climbing position available immediately. Duties include trouble shooting,
bench work, headend, 10 meter earth
station, origination, Proof of Performance testing and construction. Salary
in the $20-25,000 range. Commensurate
with experience and ability. Send resume
immediately to Randy Knight, Caribbean
Communications Corp., P.O. Box 7639,
St. Thomas, VI 00801 or call (809) 7742080.

SYSTEM ENGINEERCHIEF TECHNICIAN
Dynamic, growing MSO requires
personnel in senior technical operations
positions in Virginia and New York state.
Applicants should have 3-7 years
experience with a background in headend, design, maintenance and some
supervisory responsibility. A BSC in
engineering, 2 years technological
degree or equivalent experience/course
training is required. Salary based on the
position and the candidate. Vacation,
auto, health care, moving and education
packages included.
Send resume in confidence to:
W.A. Devereaux
VP/Engineering
American Cablesystems Corp.
27 State St.
Boston, MA 02109
(617) 227-9105
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

Professional Services
ATTENTION:
New Classified Information

DECKMAN ASSOCIATES INC.
• Construction
• Strand Mapping
• As-Builts

Payable in advance. Check or
money order only. (Billing charge
$1.00 additional.)

• Make Ready Engineering
• Plant Audits
• Employee Training

When placing an ad, indicate the
exact category desired: Help
Wanted, Position Wanted,
Professional Services, Business
Directory, etc. If this information
is omitted, we will determine the
appropriate category according to
the copy.

• Consulting
(609)
296-1063

2-13 Oak Leaf Drive
Tuckerton, NJ 08087

(609)
693-2793

Train Your Technical Staff
Without Loss of Job Time
NCTI Home Study Courses are the answer.
A full curriculum of courses ranges from
Installer to Chief Technician. Increase
personal competence and company
productivity. ..Write today for the 1980
NCTI Course Catalog.

'
;,,eCaleog

NATIONAL CABLE
TELEVISION INSTITUTE

P.O. Box 27277
Denver, CO 80227
(303) 697-4967

Deadline is three weeks prior to
cover date. Orders will be
accepted by written confirmation
or taken over the phone. Replies
with Blind Box numbers should be
addressed to (Box Number) c/o
CableVision Magazine, P.O. Box
5400 TA., Denver, Colorado
80217.. Rates: $40.00 per column
inch. Minimum order one inch.
For further information or to place
your classified advertisement,
contact Patty Kay at 303/573-1433.

CABLE TV INSTALLER
LESSONS
AVAILABLE
Covers Cable TV history, system operations, work orders, basic electricity,
systems construction, tools and safety,
utility regulations, use and care of pole
climbing equipment, installation procedures, customer relations and much
more.

Equipment for Sale

elect tonics
emtron

Includes graphs, charts, quizzes, instructor guide, etc. Entire set of 10
lessons only $45 shipped to your location. Volume discounts available. Call or
write. Jon Wood, RETS Electronic
Schools, 15115 Deerfield Rd., E. Detroit,
Michigan 48021, (313) 779-5530.

Miscellaneous

SAVE TIME
SAVE MAN HOURS
TCI-4
Hand-held cable identifier

VISTA III CONCEPTS
Box 3981
Laramie, Wyoming 82071

The Super Source For:
CATV Repair & Replacement Parts
(for Jerrold, Coral, Theta-Corn, etc.)
Hybrid Chips:
S134- 109
S134-008
CA 2600
CA 260IBU
MHW1342
MHW1343
CA 2100
CA 2200

Transistors:
SI30-150-01
S 130-261-25-26
S 130-261-75-76
S 130-265-01
86-49-013
86-49-025
20531
20535
PT 4578
PT 4574
PT 4570
SD 1006
SD 1005

Also:
Transformers
Resistors
Fuses
Chokes
Capacitors
Potentiometers
All Other Parts

Call Toll Free: (800) 645-2300
New York: (516) 599-6400
Temtron Electronics Ltd
15 Main Street
East Rockaway, New York 11518
Super Prices—Super Source
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People
Committee, and vice-chairman of the

Prior to joining ITT, Killebrew was a

Institute of Electrical and Electronics

supervisor inspection operations at

Engineers' Standards Board. He is past

Master Specialists Company of Costa

chairman of the Transmission Systems

Mesa.

Committee of the IEEE Communications Society and was recently elected
a member of the Advisory Council.

* Irving Kolodny has been appointed
vice president, research and technical
services by General Cable Company, a
division of GK Technologies, Incorporated.

* William D. Couper has been ap-

Kolodny assumes company-wide

pointed an engineering supervisor for

responsibility for research and devel-

ITT Cannon Electric, Phoenix, Arizona.

opment, quality program surveillance

* Phillip Killebrew has been named

Prior to joining International Tele-

and product reliability for General

senior quality engineer in the supplier

phone and Telegraph Corporation,

Cable's broad line of wire, cabe and

quality assurance department of ITT
Cannon Electric, Santa Ana, California.

for the Cory Corporation, Chicago,
AMP Inc., Harrisburg, and E.I. DuPont,

related products.

Couper held management positions

Mr. Kolodny holds a B.S. degree in

Marvin Shults, manager quality

electrical engineering from New York

assurance, said Kellebrew will be

University College of Engineering. He

responsible for performing supplier

Couper attended the University of

is a licensed Professional Engineer in

surveys and supplier corrective action

Pittsburgh and M.I.T. and earned two

New Jersey, chairman of the Inter-

and developing new techniques in

degrees in electrical engineering and

national Wire and Cable Symposium

receiving inspection.

one in industrial management.

Wilmington, Delaware.

The SPC-3000 Convertor:
Single-Piece,
Compact,
Economical
•Smallest single-piece unit on the market (10 12
5" x 3") •Delivers 35 Channels •Minimum
installation/maintenance costs •Parts completely interchangeable with MCC-3000 Remote
Control Model •Industry's strongest warranty
Western Regional Office
Eastern Regional Office

USA, Inc.

128 S W 153rd Street Seattle WA 98166 (206) 246-9330
35 Corporate Woods #209, 9101 W

110th St, Overland Park, KS 66210

(913) 381-7469

Eagle Introduces The First And Only Tap Designed
For True Performance To 400 MHz And Beyond.

PATENT PENDING

•DIE CAST
CONSTRUCTION
•CORRCI5ION
RESISTANT-141G1-1F-5r
QUAL I
-"Y ALUMINUM
ALLOY.

í

IN

OUT

:THE INSERTION
LOSS FARAMETERS
(LOWEST) IN THE
INDUSTRY.

'MODULAR DESIGN

-4
-4

EXCFFDS
F.C.C.SPECIFICAT IONS

'TRUE FERRWNSANCE
"TO 4400 MI-12._ AND
BEYOND

'AVAILABLE WITH
BRASS CONNECTORS
AND CORROSION.
RESISTMT PLATI MG- (/
'MOISTURE.
GASKET

EEAcL

•PDR AERIAL OR..
PEDESTAL MOUNT"
APPLICATIONS

=EAGLE-

-

COMTRONICS INC. alW

•ANOWIER EAGLE
FIRST-n-1E LeADER
IN DESIGN
MANUFACTURE OF
QUALITY CATV
COMPONENTS

MADE IN U.SA.

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS -4 WAY TAP
20
23
'
VALUE
e
11
14
17
MODEL
tC4.408 EC4-411 EC4 -414 EC4.417 EC4-4213)EC4 -423
white
black
een
purple
orange
gold
'COLOR CODE
TAP LOSS
INSERTION L1)55
.4
.3
2.2
12
.5
MHz
2.7
1.4
.7
.s
.4
300 MHz
.6
.5
400 ¡tilt
3.1
1.6
.8
.9
• .7
.6
450 -MHz
3.2
1.7
ISOLATION, out to tap'
40
32
34
43 '
5Mlle
30
38
41
32
34
300 MHz
4
'
30
35
38
32
30
400 MHz
28
Tap to Tap 5 400 MHz
3008 Min
RETURN LOSS-In Out Tap S 400MHz 201)13 Min
-

35-26
29
32
EC4-426 EC4-429 EC4-432 EC4-435

yellow

red

silver

blue

.2
_3
-3
-4

.2
.3
.3
.4

.2
.3
.3
.4

.2
.3

46
44
41

49
47
44

52
SO
47

SS
53
SO

.4

‘111
w 911
0111111EAGLE
.
COMTRONiCS INC.
7841 West River Road
Ba'dwinsville. New York 13027

13151 638-2586
In Canada. (»shin Sales
Montreal • Ioronto •Vancouver (416) 493 1412

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER

800-448-3311

friggfimilr

EL4110/1
MOULDING DUCT
Now, there's a fast simple way to install wire
and cable for CATV, MATV, CCTV, sound,
communications and security systems. EZSNAP'm moulding duct eliminates through-thewall cabling and wire. You can staple, nail,
screw and glue it to any surface. It trims with a
knife or scissors and it can be painted for an
exact match.
EZ-SNAP 1Mcomes in three convenient sizes and
shapes and the light beige color blends with
most decors.
The unique snap-top cover provides easy access
to wires, cables, and components for
inspection, repair, or add-on service. NonCorrodable "Raceway" mini-midget VHF, UHF,
two and three-way Hybrid Splitters and
Directional Couplers are available to fit EZSNAP 1" Moulding Ducts.

DIV

V
I
S,N

RMS CATV DIVISION RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
Ant,,

lace. ltIonn N Y

1041Z' - Tel (21?) ffl2"

212) 89'2-67(X) Gall C.:01Wc1

MOO) 273-8312 Toll Free.

